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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was two-fold. The first purpose was to examine the
longitudinal concerns of a cohort of high school mathematics teachers in the Northeast
Georgia Regional Educational Services Agency (RESA) district about implementation of
the Georgia Performance Standards. The second purpose was to explore relationships
among their Stages of Concerns profiles, demographic factors, and professional learning
experiences provided by institute instructors. The study examined Implementation of
Georgia Performance Standards in High School Mathematics as a change innovation
using the Concerns-Based Adoption Model. The study utilized a mixed methods timeseries research design. Quantitative data were collected using the Stages of Concern
Questionnaire. Qualitative data were collected from the workshop participants using an
open-ended question of concern and from the institute instructors using interviews.
Results of the quantitative analysis showed participants moving from the information
stage to the management stage to the awareness stage. Results are consistent with new
users of an innovation whose management concerns are not being met. Individual
participants’ scores at the information stage decreased significantly. Group stages of
concern profiles were analyzed based on selected demographic variables. There were no

significant differences in mean stages of concern scores among groups of workshop
participants categorized by years of teaching experience. Participants who chose a
traditional textbook had significantly higher information concerns than participants who
chose a reform-based textbook and participants who remained undecided about a
textbook choice. Participants who participated in other professional learning activities
scored significantly higher on collaboration concerns than did participants who were
involved in Math I training only. Qualitative analysis of the open ended question of
concern revealed concerns about materials such as textbooks and learning tasks, concerns
about time management, concerns about readiness of students for a more rigorous
curriculum, and concerns about educational change in general. Analysis of the interview
data from institute instructors revealed that instructors’ awareness of participants’
concerns was on target and that they were working to address the concerns to the best of
their ability. Results of the study were used to make recommendations for further
professional development and collaborative efforts for teachers acting as change agents.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Sustainable system change is the agenda,
and we are at the very early stages of an exciting journey.
(Fullan, 2003, p. xiii)
At any given time and place, policymakers contemplate introducing a new
innovation to teachers, who, in turn, are expected to introduce the innovation to their
students. This change process typically begins with promises such as school
improvement, enhanced student learning, and increased student achievement.
Mathematics teachers in Georgia are currently involved in such a change as they prepare
to implement a major curriculum reform –The Georgia Performance Standards (GPS).
According to Amit and Fried (2002), “a reform movement is both an agent of
change and a response to it” (p. 375). Curriculum reform in Georgia is an agent of change
for the teachers and administrators who are being required to implement it. State leaders
envision Georgia as a national change agent, as evidenced by the stated mission of the
Georgia Department of Education: “Leading the nation in improving student
achievement” (Cox, 2007d). Georgia curriculum reform is also a response to change
brought about by the federal No Child Left Behind legislation passed in 2001 which
“brought accountability to a new level” (Lodico, Spaulding, & Voegtle, 2006, p. 2) in the
United States.
Any reform effort will result in new demands on the teachers expected to
implement the reform (Charambous, Philippou, & Kyriakides, 2004). The teachers will
play an important role in the success of the reform effort.
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Context of Study
This study focuses on Georgia high school math teachers’ concerns related to
implementation of a standards-based curriculum and the teachers’ journeys through a
state sponsored professional learning experience. The topic fits into the realm of
educational change in the broader field of curriculum studies. The context of the study is
developed by discussing the following major areas: change theory, defining concerns, the
Concerns Based Adoption Model, educational change in mathematics education, Georgia
curriculum changes, and professional development of teachers.
Change Theory
The philosophy of educational change can be traced to two traditions. The first,
commonly referred to as the Diffusion of Innovations (Rogers, 2003) tradition began in
the 1940s with a study of the diffusion of hybrid seed corn. The general systems theory
tradition emerged in the 1950s. Systems theory originally focused on management
science but began to be applied to educational research in the 1970s (Ellsworth, 2000).
Various educational change models emphasize different aspects of the change
process. For example, Fullan (1982; 1993; 1999; 2003) writes about the characteristics of
the “change agent” at a particular level of implementation. External change agents
include state and national policy setters and outside consultants. District administrators,
principals, and classroom teachers are examples of change agents at the local level. The
Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (Hall & Hord, 1987, 2006; Hord, Rutherford,
Huling-Austin, & Hall, 1987) focuses on the people who are expected to adopt the
innovation. Ely (in Ellsworth, 2000) concentrates on why so many educational initiatives
fail.
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The purpose of a research study dictates which model best serves as a framework
for the study. If any innovation is going to be a success, then the framework of change
theory must guide the facilitators of change. The concerns of the individuals expected to
adopt the change are critical because the individuals have a great deal of control over the
innovation (Hall & Hord, 2006). Change is by nature a slow, evolutionary process. While
some individuals will readily embrace change, others will strongly resist it. Change is
accomplished one individual at a time, but it can be facilitated by principals, department
heads, and consultants who understand the nature of change and the culture of the
individuals responsible for the change. If the change facilitators understand the needs of
the individual change adopters, then they can plan and deliver appropriate interventions
to bring about change (Anderson, 1997).
Defining Concerns
Any time a group of individuals is required to undergo change for the alleged
purpose of school improvement, the individuals exhibit concerns in a predictable manner
(Guskey, 2000). Conway and Clark (2003) give credit to Frances Fuller (1969) for being
the first researcher to use the word “concerns” in conjunction with teachers’ feelings,
worries, and attitudes about teaching. Developers of the Concerns Based Adoption Model
(Hall & Hord, 2006) identified and sorted concerns about implementation of an
innovation into four categories they called awareness, self, task, and impact. They further
divided the categories into seven stages: awareness, information, personal, management,
consequence, collaboration, and refocusing. The CBAM team (Hall et al.) has conducted
extensive research using their model for change. Their research documents that
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“interventions to facilitate change need to be aligned with the concerns of those who are
engaged with the change” (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 138).
Concerns Based Adoption Model
The Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) is a diagnostic tool used to track
adopters’ concerns and behaviors related to the use of an innovation (Ellsworth, 2000).
Anderson (1997) called CBAM “the most robust and empirically grounded theoretical
model for the implementation of education innovations to come out of education change
research in the 1970s and 1980s” (p. 331). CBAM consists of three components, each
with a specific use in measuring and conceptualizing individual change. The three
components are Stages of Concern, Levels of Use, and Innovation Configurations. The
current study utilized the Stages of Concerns Questionnaire to gather quantitative data
and compile Stages of Concern profiles of the participants.
Educational Change in Mathematics Education
In recent years, there has been a shift in the philosophy of mathematics education
from thinking about mathematics as a rigid set of rules and procedures to one that views
mathematics as a creative and dynamic process. With the introduction of a recommended
set of national standards for mathematics education (NCTM, 1989, 2000), the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics presented a vision of a mathematics classroom
where students were actively involved in constructing their own meaning of mathematics.
Current research indicates that standards-based classrooms provide the optimal climate
for best instructional practice and increased student achievement (Kramarski, Mevarech,
& Arami, 2002; Reys, Reys, Lapan, & Holliday, 2003; Riordan & Noyce, 2001).
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Georgia Curriculum Changes
In 2001, the Georgia Department of Education (Georgia Performance Standards,
2005) began a process that resulted in a major revision of its curriculum from the Quality
Core Curriculum (QCC) to the Georgia Performance Standards (GPS). Implementation
for sixth grade math began in the 2005-2006 school year. Seventh grade math standards
were implemented in 2006-2007. Implementation of math standards in eighth grade as
well as all elementary grades from Kindergarten to fifth grade followed in 2007-2008.
Middle and elementary school teachers were trained during the year preceding
their grade’s implementation. High school teachers began training in the summer of 2007
followed by more training during the 2007-2008 school year. Freshmen entering high
school in 2008 will have been taught under GPS since their sixth grade year. GPS
implementation will follow them throughout their high school careers with full
implementation for all students occurring during the 2011-2012 school year.
The QCC was a curriculum where content was repeated in different grade levels
with no indication of differences in depth of understanding. According to a 2002 Phi
Delta Kappa Audit (Jacobson, 2002), the QCC lacked rigor and depth. The audit
estimated that it would take 23 years of instruction before students could achieve true
understanding of the mathematics found in the curriculum objectives. Typical textbooks
contained more topics than teachers could realistically cover in a given year. As a result,
many teachers would simply teach to the state test by presenting bits and pieces of
disconnected mathematical topics. Consequently, students received only a superficial
knowledge of mathematics, and much of that was forgotten as soon as they took the state
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test. Furthermore, the QCC did not meet recommended national standards (Executive
Summary, 2006).
The GPS is designed to correct the deficiencies of the QCC. It follows a ladder
approach to teaching mathematics which means that the concepts build on each other
from grade to grade. For example, if the same topic is taught in two different grades, it is
taught with a different level of understanding and different information. The number of
topics per grade level has been reduced to a more manageable level to give teachers more
time to develop and implement meaningful learning tasks that should enable students to
gain a deeper knowledge of mathematics (Executive Summary, 2006).
The GPS mathematics curriculum contains content strands and process strands.
Standards for grades K-2 contain four content strands: numbers and operations,
measurement, geometry, and data analysis. An algebra strand is added in third grade. The
content standards for grades 7-12 include number and operations, geometry, algebra, and
data analysis and probability. Process strands of problem solving, reasoning,
representation, connections, and communication are interwoven throughout the
curriculum. The content is presented in contextual situations where students are expected
to apply the mathematics rather than to merely follow a sequence of procedures. Active
engagement in learning mathematics is fostered with manipulatives and technology.
Students are encouraged to use multiple representations, to work independently and
cooperatively, and to conduct investigations and record findings (Cox, 2008a). This is a
change from the QCC which simply contained a listing of individual content objectives.
Although expectations of reasoning and connections could probably be inferred from
QCC objectives, problem solving was the only process standard explicitly mentioned.
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Major changes to the elementary and middle school math curriculum included the
introduction of algebra topics as early as third grade and the movement of many algebra
and geometry topics from high school to middle school. Some of the most extensive
changes have occurred at the high school level where the traditional Algebra I, Geometry,
Algebra II, and Trigonometry sequence were replaced with an integrated approach to
mathematics. An integrated approach to mathematics at the high school level means that
all five content standards will be interwoven throughout the high school courses. This
approach is more consistent with the top performing nations of the world such as Japan,
Korea, and Singapore (Taylor & Tarr, 2003). Since a single math course will contain
topics from several branches of mathematics (algebra, geometry, trigonometry, statistics,
etc.), the courses were renamed Math I, Math II, Math III, and Math IV.
There will only be two levels of mathematics for high school students. Both levels
are designed to prepare students for college-level mathematics. The mathematically
gifted students will take Accelerated Math I, Accelerated Math II, Accelerated Math III,
and an Advanced Placement class (either AP Calculus or AP Statistics). All other
students will take Math I, Math II, Math III, and Math IV. Research shows that tracking
students by ability increases the achievement gap between minority and other students
(Oakes, 2005). GPS, implemented correctly, will eliminate academic tracking for all but
the students who are gifted in mathematics. This is a change from the three academic
tracks associated with the current QCC courses for high school mathematics. The first
level, known as the “concepts” strand, is designed for the lowest 25th percentile of
students. The second level, called the “applied” or “tech-prep” strand, is designed for the
students on the technical track. The third level, designed to prepare students for college,
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is usually referred to simply as the “college-prep” sequence. By the controversial nature
of the topic, the prospect of eliminating the “low-level” track of mathematics in high
school is likely to create a challenge for GPS implementation.
The Georgia Department of Education has identified ten key concepts of a
standards-based classroom. In their manual for school improvement (Cox, 2007b), state
policymakers posit there is a process that teachers must go through before their
classrooms are fully operational as “standards-based.” The ten concepts are as follows:
1. The Georgia Performance Standards are utilized as the curriculum in the
school (based on the phase-in plan), and there is a shared understanding of the
standards.
2. Standards are accessible to all students.
3. Teachers sequence the lesson or their instruction in a logical, predictable
manner referencing standards throughout.
4. A variety of delivery models are incorporated into instruction to ensure that all
students have access to and meet standards.
5. Students are expected to meet the same standards and instruction is
differentiated by content, process, and/or product.
6. Assessments are aligned to the GPS and used frequently to adjust instruction
and provide student with feedback.
7. Examples of student work are displayed for student use. Benchmarks are
provided to gauge progress over time. Exemplars are provided to exemplify
the standards.
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8. Student performance tasks require students to show progress toward meeting
the standard(s)/element(s).
9. Students receive feedback through written or verbal commentary aligned with
the standards that results in revision of work, if needed.
10. Student work reflects understanding of the Georgia Performance Standards.
(pp. 258-261)
Professional Development of Teachers
One of the best predictors for successful implementation of change to a standardsbased classroom is whether the teachers participated in the professional development
opportunities (Schoen, Cebulla, Finn, & Fi, 2003). It is extremely rare to witness notable
school improvement taking place without some form of well designed and supported
professional development (Guskey, 2000; Philipp, 2007).
Four principles identified as essential for successful professional development are
emphasis on content knowledge, opportunities for active learning, consistency with other
learning activities, and sustained follow-up (Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon,
2001). Focus on content knowledge rather than pedagogical issues results in higher
student achievement. Opportunities for active learning are essential to enable teachers to
experience the type of classroom they are expected to manage (Darling-Hammond &
McLaughlin, 1995). Teachers will appreciate the professional development activities if
they can link them to prior knowledge and to their state and district standards. Just like
educational change, professional development should be viewed as a process, not an
event. Therefore, sustained follow-up is crucial to the success of the learning experience.
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Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this study is change theory. Research into reform
must be concerned with characteristics of change as well as the change process. Fullan
(1982) maintains that change usually occurs for one of two reasons. The first reason is
because there is no choice. A reform initiative could mandate change, or change may be
necessary because of natural events that occur. The second reason is a more elective
change because it results from dissatisfaction with current circumstances. In the second
case, a person seeks change to make life easier or more tolerable. The new high school
mathematics curriculum using Georgia Performance Standards is a mandated change.
Teachers have no choice in the matter if they want to continue in their chosen careers.
The Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (Hall & Hord, 1987, 2006; Hord
et al., 1987) provides a specific blueprint for studying change over time from both an
individual and a group perspective. CBAM can be used as a framework for studying
change in any setting. As a tool for studying change in an educational setting, it is
“concerned with measuring, describing, and explaining the process of change
experienced by teachers involved in attempts to implement new curriculum materials and
instructional practices, and with how that process is affected by interventions from
persons acting in change-facilitating roles” (Anderson, 1997, p. 331).
Rationale for Study
Research indicates that teachers follow steps when implementing educational
innovations, and this step-by-step change process is developmental in nature (Donnelly,
Dove, Tiffany-Morales, Adelman, & Zucker, 2002; Fuller, 1969; Hall & Hord, 1987;
Sandholtz, Ringstaff, & Dwyer, 1997). Implementation can take three to five years or
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more to achieve a high level of success (Fullan, 2001; Hall & Hord, 2006). A 2002 PhiDelta Kappa audit gave Georgia high marks for its reform efforts but found their timeline
for training teachers to implement the standards to be too short (Jacobson, 2004). If
education leaders in Georgia are going to avoid mistakes like rushing the process and
underestimating teacher concerns, then understanding the nature of the change process is
imperative.
Research also shows that teachers are pivotal to the success of any extensive
reform effort such as implementing the Georgia Performance Standards. DarlingHammond and McLaughlin (1995) identify the major obstacle that policymakers face in
accomplishing systemic reform as follows:
The vision of practice that underlies the nation’s reform agenda requires most
teachers to rethink their own practice, to construct new classroom roles and
expectations about student outcomes, and to teach in ways they have never taught
before – and probably never experienced as students. (p. 597)
Successful professional development must model the behavior that teachers
should use with their students. Just as students learn by doing, teachers learn in a similar
fashion. Furthermore, the professional development must link to classroom practice.
According to Guskey (2000), “Teacher knowledge and practices are the most immediate
and most significant outcomes of any professional development effort. They also are the
primary factor influencing the relationship between professional development and
improvements in student learning” (p. 75, [emphasis in original]). Research shows that
implementation of new curriculum can vary greatly from one classroom to another (Hall
& Hord, 1987; Ross, McDougall, & Hogaboam-Gray, 2003). Therefore it will be
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important for Georgia mathematics leaders and policymakers to assess the use of the
knowledge and skills that the participants acquire in their GPS training sessions.
Studying teachers’ concerns provides valuable information for both formative and
summative evaluation of the professional development (Guskey, 2000). Hall and Hord
(2006) assert that knowledge of teacher concerns must guide instruction in the formative
stage of evaluation. A workshop that is purely informational in nature will not be
beneficial if teachers are already knowledgeable about the innovation and are more
concerned about how they are going to manage implementation. Likewise, a workshop
focusing on the benefits to students will be wasted on teachers who are still at the
information stage. Knowledge of teacher concerns at the summative stage can answer
questions related to the use of the innovation. For example, lack of implementation may
be explained by high concerns about management. If teachers have unresolved
management issues, they are not likely to have fully implemented the innovation.
Therefore it is important for planned professional learning activities to coincide with the
concerns of the workshop participants.
This study was of particular interest to the researcher as a high school
mathematics teacher involved in implementation of the Georgia Performance Standards.
In her 32-year teaching career, she has seen many educational “innovations” come and
go. The curriculum based on the Georgia Performance Standards is the most radical
change she has experienced. She was disturbed by some of the attitudes she witnessed
and comments she heard as she listened to her colleagues at conferences and other
professional gatherings.
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A 50-year veteran of the math classroom in a neighboring school system, highly
respected with numerous teaching awards, is finally retiring. He said, “What they’re
doing to mathematics in the State of Georgia is a train wreck, and I want no part of it”
(personal communication, February, 2008). The school system in which the researcher
teaches lost 100% of its middle school math staff and 50% of its high school mathematics
faculty to retirement over the last three years. GPS played a big role in the decision to
retire for most of these teachers. One sixth grade teacher retired mid-year during the first
year of implementation. She said, “I don’t need the money, and I can’t take this
anymore” (personal communication, December, 2005). A high school geometry teacher
said, “I’m just too old and set in my ways to change now” (personal communication,
May, 2006).
From these personal observations and communications with colleagues, the
researcher became aware of much opposition to the curriculum changes in Georgia.
Understanding the process of change and identifying the concerns of the mathematics
teachers in Georgia would better prepare the researcher for becoming a positive advocate
for change in her school and in her RESA (Regional Educational Services Agency)
district.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was two-fold. The first purpose was to examine the
longitudinal concerns of a cohort of high school mathematics teachers in the Northeast
Georgia RESA district about implementation of the Georgia Performance Standards in
their classrooms. The second purpose was to explore relationships among their Stages of
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Concerns profiles, demographic factors, and professional learning experiences provided
by institute instructors.
Research Questions
The study was guided by the following research questions.
1. What are the longitudinal Stages of Concern profiles of the workshop
participants?
2. Are there significant changes in the Stages of Concern profiles as workshop
participants experience professional learning activities over time?
3. Are there relationships among workshop participants’ demographic data (years of
teaching experience, professional development experiences, choice of textbook)
and Stages of Concern profiles?
4. How do the institute instructors’ expectations of workshop participant concerns
and the planned professional learning experiences correspond to the workshop
participants’ Stages of Concern profiles?
Significance of the Study
This study adds to the current body of literature regarding professional
development evaluation and the role of interventions used by change facilitators in the
success of implementation of educational innovations. Information obtained in this study
regarding teachers’ longitudinal Stages of Concerns about implementing Math I Georgia
Performance Standards provides evaluative information for policymakers in Georgia as
they plan initial and follow-up professional development for high school mathematics
teachers. Knowledge of teachers’ various Stages of Concern aids institute instructors in
sequencing follow-up professional learning opportunities to better meet teachers’ needs.
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The comparison of Stages of Concerns profiles with demographic data provides a means
for explaining and interpreting the concerns data. Institute instructor interviews provided
the institute instructors with a venue for reflection and self-evaluation of the training
program. Furthermore, this study adds to the national research on educational change.
Assumptions of the Study
It was assumed that the workshop participants were current mathematics teachers
in the Northeast Georgia RESA area and that the institute instructors were qualified for
training them in the Georgia Performance Standards. It was also assumed that workshop
participants were truthful in their Stages of Concerns responses and that institute
instructors were honest in their answers to interview questions. Another important
assumption of this study was that teachers are key change agents who must have longterm support and adequate resources for changes to occur.
Limitations of the Study
There were several limitations of the study. First, teachers were not randomly
selected for this professional development opportunity. They were selected by their
principals.
Second, this study only surveyed teachers in the Northeast Georgia RESA district;
therefore it may not be representative of teachers in other areas of Georgia or nationally.
Third, this study used one component of the Concerns Based Adoption Model to
assess change (Stages of Concern). Studies utilizing the Levels of Use and Innovation
Configuration aspects would provide additional information. However, it was too early in
the process of implementing the Georgia Performance Standards for Levels of Use or
Innovation Configuration to be studied.
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Fourth, because the Stages of Concern Questionnaire was administered to a group
comprised of first-time users of the Georgia Performance Standards, the results cannot be
expected to be the same as survey results for users who were further into implementation.
Fifth, the group of participants from one training session to the next did not
remain stable. Some math departments sent substitutes when conflicts kept the original
teachers from attending. Some school administrators sent additional algebra teachers
rather than sending statistics and/or special education teachers.
Finally, the researcher was a participant in the Northeast Georgia Math I training.
She did not complete the Stages of Concern questionnaires or the demographic survey.
Definitions of Terms
Change Facilitator – A person who assists various other individuals or groups to
develop “the competence and confidence needed to use a particular innovation” (Hall &
Hord, 1987, p. 11). The specific change facilitators identified in this study are the
professional development instructors.
Concern – “The composite representation of the feelings, preoccupation, thought,
and consideration given to a particular issue or task” (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 138)
Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) – “A framework for measuring
implementation and for facilitating change in schools” (George, Hall, & Stiegelbauer,
2006, p. xi). CBAM contains three components: Stages of Concern, Levels of Use, and
Innovation Configuration.
Georgia Performance Standards – The K-12 curriculum in Georgia. It contains
four essential elements: content standards, suggested tasks, sample student work, and
teacher commentary on that work (Georgia Performance Standards, 2005).
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Innovation - “An idea, practice, or object that is perceived as new by an
individual or other unit of adoption” (Rogers, 2003, p. 12).
Intervention – Various actions and events that change facilitators and others take
to influence the process of change (Hall & Hord, 2006). The particular interventions of
interest to this study are the professional learning experiences planned by the institute
instructors.
Stages of Concern – A component of the Concerns Based Adoption Model that
describes developmental patterns of a user’s feelings and perceptions as the change
process evolves.
Standards-based Classroom – A classroom in which teachers and students
articulate a common understanding of what they are expected to know, understand and be
able to do based on an established set of learning standards (Cox, 2007b).
Summary
Math teachers in Georgia are preparing to implement a major curriculum reform
called the Georgia Performance Standards. While some teachers embrace this opportunity
for change, many others are highly resistant to the changes. The success or failure of this
implementation rests in the hands of the classroom teachers.
This study utilized the Stages of Concern component of the Concerns Based
Adoption Model to examine individual and group Stages of Concern profiles of high
school mathematics teachers undergoing Math I training in the Northeast Georgia RESA
district.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
There is nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct,
or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction of
a new order of things. Because the innovator has for enemies all those who
have done well under the old conditions and lukewarm (indifferent,
uninterested) defenders in those who may do well under the new.
(Machiavelli, 1532, ¶5)
The theoretical framework of this study is change theory. Situated broadly in the
field of curriculum studies and specifically in the context of mathematics education
reform, the study uses the Concerns Based Adoption Model (CBAM) to investigate the
change process as it applies to high school math teachers implementing a new standardsbased mathematics curriculum in the State of Georgia. The literature review examines
change theory in general and CBAM in particular. An overview of educational changes in
mathematics education leads into a discussion of the influence of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics on mathematics reform and professional learning. The
development of major mathematical curricular changes in Georgia is presented. Research
of specific professional learning experiences shown to be effective in bringing about
positive change in teaching practice is summarized. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of Georgia’s professional learning plan for high school mathematics.
Change Theory
Ellsworth (2000) traced the philosophy of educational change to two traditions.
The Diffusion of Innovations tradition began in 1943 when Ryan and Gross studied the
diffusion of hybrid corn. This study “set forth the basic paradigm for studying diffusion”
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(Rogers, 2003, p. 46). Diffusion refers to the way an innovation spreads throughout a
social system. Whether the innovation relates to agriculture as in the hybrid corn study or
the use of a new antibiotic by doctors or the use of a new technology by teachers, the
process by which the innovation spreads is notably similar.
A second tradition began in the 1950s with the general systems theory described
in von Bertalanffy’s journal. Systems theory focused on management science at first, but
was introduced into education research in the 1970s by Banathy. The two traditions do
overlap. For example, Hall, Wallace and Dossett used adaptive systems theory in their
early works considered to belong in the diffusion tradition (Ellsworth, 2000).
Although Ellsworth traced the theory of educational change to the 1940s, Rogers
placed the beginning of change theory in Europe a century earlier. Gabriel Tarde from
France and Georg Simmel from Germany were social scientists. Tarde viewed diffusion
of innovations as a way to explain human behavior change. Simmels was best known for
the concept of a “stranger” as a member of a system who is not strongly attached to the
system. Since a stranger was more likely to deviate from the norms of a system, he would
be more willing to adopt new ideas (Rogers, 2003). This early work by Simmel led to
work by other social scientists in studying communication networks.
There are several current educational change models presented in the literature.
Each provides a slightly different perspective on the process of change in education. The
primary models, their principle authors, and their primary focus are summarized in Table
1. While no certain model can be viewed as better than another, some are better suited
than others to serve as the framework for a particular piece of research, depending on the
aspect of educational change it is intended to study (Ellsworth, 2000).
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Table 1
Educational Change Models
Author(s)

Major Work

Focus

Ely

Conditions of Change

Social system’s
receptiveness to change

Fullan and Stiegelbauer

New Meaning of
Educational Change

Change agents

Hall, Wallace and Dossett

Concerns Based Adoption
Model

Adopters of the innovation

Havelock and Zlotolow

The Change Agent’s Guide

Change process

Reigeluth and Garfinkle

Systemic Change in
Education

System

Rogers

Diffusion of Innovation

Innovation attributes

Zaltman and Duncan

Strategies for Planned
Change

Resistance to innovation

Change is not an easy process and is often fraught with controversy. Fullan (2001)
maintains that change in general usually occurs for one of two reasons. The first reason is
because there is no choice. A reform initiative could mandate change, or change may be
necessary because of natural events that occur. The second reason is a more elective
change because it results from dissatisfaction with current circumstances. In the second
case, a person seeks change to make life easier or more tolerable. Regardless of the
reason for change, the process will involve concern, loss, and effort. If this part of the
change process is not acknowledged, the change effort is likely to fail.
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Ultimately the fate of any educational reform effort will rest in the hands of the
classroom teachers (Henry & Clements, 1999). Teachers will make fundamental
decisions regarding how the innovation will be implemented in the classrooms
(Sandholtz et al., 1997). Furthermore, the greatest obstacle to implementation will be
teachers’ beliefs about teaching and learning (Philipp, 2007; Ross et al., 2003).
According to Fullan (1993), “the more complex the change, the less you can force
it” (p. 22). The problem with mandated change is that policymakers can tell us what we
must do, but they cannot mandate what we consider important (Fullan, 1993). Neither can
the change process be rushed. Sarason (1990) states, “Nothing will be more subversive of
the [change] process than an unhistorical, unrealistic conception of the relationship
between time perspective and institutional change” (p. 63). According to Fullan (2001),
“you can turn around an elementary school in about 3 years, a high school in about 6
years, and a school district (depending on size) in about 8 years” (p. 17). Even then the
results of the change are fragile. They can fall apart quickly with the loss of just one or
two key leaders.
In Implementing Change: Patterns, Principles and Potholes (Hall & Hord, 2006),
the authors list 12 principles of change. The first principle they name is “change is a
process, not an event” (p. 4). Fullan (1993) has a similar principle: “Change is a journey,
not a blueprint” (p. 21). The second principle given by Hall and Hord (2006) is “there are
significant differences in what is entailed in development and implementation of an
innovation” (p. 5). The general pattern is for policymakers to invest heavily in the
development portion of an innovation to the expense of the implementation side of the
equation. This imbalance does not provide the level of support necessary for teachers at
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the grassroots level who must bear the brunt of the implementation. Their third principle
states, “An organization does not change until the individuals within it change”(Hall &
Hord, 2006, p. 7). Research shows that individuals respond to change in predictable
patterns. It behooves the policymakers to pay attention to these patterns and be prepared
for the appropriate interventions.
The fourth principle named by Hall and Hord (2006) is that “innovations come in
different sizes” (p. 7). Size can relate to the scale of the project or the implications of the
innovation. For example, the introduction of a new textbook series to continue with the
same curriculum standards is a relatively small-scale change. Introduction of a new statewide curriculum that varies drastically from the old curriculum is an example of a largescale change.
The fifth principle, “Interventions are the actions and events that are key to the
success of the change process” (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 8) speaks to the notion of training.
Hall and Hord use the term “intervention” to describe “any action or event that influences
the individuals involved or expected to be involved in the process” (p. 186). An action is
defined as a deliberate or planned act such as purchasing curriculum materials or denying
funding for additional staff development. Conversely, an event is an unplanned
happening. Examples are a fire in a warehouse causing delayed delivery of curriculum
materials or a principal’s sudden illness, causing a school-wide faculty meeting to be
canceled while freeing up time for departmental collaboration. Interventions can affect
implementation of an innovation negatively or positively. They can be obvious (such as a
workshop) or subtle (such as a brief conversation in the hallway). Hall and Hord (2006)
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found that the degree of success of innovation implementation was correlated with the
number of small, individualized interventions.
The sixth principle states, “There will be no change in outcomes until new
practices are implemented” (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 9). School systems are under immense
pressure to improve standardized test scores. According to Hall and Hord, there is a
bridge between current practice and changes in practice that teachers must cross. Their
research indicates that the further along this bridge the teachers are, the higher the test
scores of their students.
The seventh principle concerns administrative leadership. Hall and Hord state,
“Administrator leadership is essential to long-term change success” (Hall & Hord, 2006,
p. 10). Hall and Hord (1987) reviewed literature on change from three perspectives. They
studied work from industrial and organizational psychology, sociology, organizational
management, and behavioral psychology. They studied change, knowledge utilization,
school improvement, and dissemination literature. Finally, they looked at studies in
educational administration. The theme that emerged from their review of literature was
that the school principal is a key leader and change agent. The primary job of principals
as change agents is to facilitate the process for change in their schools. Hall and Hord
maintain that the work of the principals is most successful when they consider the
concerns of their teachers. Teachers and principals who often engage in “one-legged
interviews” provide a model of open communication that has proven successful. The term
one-legged interview refers to the conversations teachers and principals have in the
hallway when one leg is already in position to hurry on to the next task. Success
strategies of communication and training have proved the eighth principle of change that
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“mandates can work” (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 11) when appropriate steps are taken to
achieve success.
Principle nine states that “the school is the primary unit for change” (Hall &
Hord, 2006, p. 12). Although it is important for individual teachers to want to change, it
is hard to see results if the school is not on board. This brings us to principle ten which
says “facilitating change is a team effort” (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 12). This is true
regardless of the innovation. For example, research regarding implementation of
technology shows that schools which have the most success have principals who are
dedicated to seeing the technology work and who make sure their teachers are working
toward the same goal (Pflaum, 2004; Sandholtz et al., 1997).
The eleventh principle says that “appropriate interventions reduce resistance to
change” (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 13). The authors mention that sometimes what seems to
be resistance is actually teachers working through the grieving process for the loss of
something that was very comfortable to them. Resistance could be grounded in a belief
that the change is not really an improvement. It could be a clash of educational
philosophies. Regardless of the reason, change is a painful process for most people
involved, and leaders must recognize and acknowledge this pain. With Georgia’s new
curriculum, for example, geometry teachers are going to see the demise of geometry as a
separate course of study in high school mathematics. This is going to be extremely
painful for them to accept. Algebra teachers, who have traditionally avoided teaching
geometry, will be asked to integrate it into their algebra lessons, and this will be painful
for the algebra teachers. However, the grieving process cannot be rushed. There must be
interventions to acknowledge teachers’ pain yet guide them to move on.
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The final principle of change that Hall and Hord (2006) enumerate is that “the
context of the school influences the process of change” (p. 14). Research supports the
claim that we must consider the culture of the school. Stein, Smith, and Silver (1999), for
example, studied two staff development models in two different schools and determined
different results. One school was able to develop a learning community based on “a
shared vision of mathematical competence for their students,” while “the notion of
community never took” (p. 266) at the other school. The cultures of the schools played a
significant role.
Change is never easy. If an innovation is going to be successful, it is important to
learn from the mistakes of previous failures (Sarason, 1990). Did the innovations fail
because they were not really improvements, or did they fail because the leaders did not
pay attention to the concerns of the people expected to carry out the change? Did they fail
because there was not enough time allotted to give the innovation a chance? Change
theory looks at failures and successes and notes what it takes to successfully implement
an innovation. For any innovation to be a success, the framework of change theory must
guide the facilitators. In the schools, the brunt of the work will fall upon the teachers. As
one group of researchers noted after observing one successful case study and one
unsuccessful case study:
In order to take on the burden of change, teachers need to know that the reform is
valued in their school, that they will be supported in their efforts to change, and
that their colleagues in other subject matters also feel accountable for making
change. (Stein et al., 1999, p. 267)
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Focusing on individual teachers personalizes the change model. Some individuals readily
embrace change. Others take time to understand, accept and implement changes. Still
others will never accept change. Hall and Hord (2006) maintain that “if changefacilitating interventions are appropriate, timely, and address the client’s particular
concerns, the process can be successful for all” (p. 258).
Defining Concerns
Peers (1990) found that “one factor to emerge from evaluation studies as being a
crucial element in successful educational innovations, and subsequently verified by other
researchers and reviewers, is the attention paid to staff attitudes and concerns about the
innovation” (p. 180). Frances Fuller was the first person to use the word “concerns” to
describe teachers’ feelings and worries about teaching (Conway & Clark, 2003). Prior to
her use of the word concerns, researchers had used the word “attitudes.”
According to McLeod (1992), the term attitude “refers to affective responses that
involve positive or negative feelings of moderate intensity and reasonable stability” (p.
581). Attitude is one of three specific terms that McLeod uses to describe the affective
domain. The other two terms he uses are “emotions” and “beliefs.” Emotions are the least
stable in nature while beliefs are the most stable. Likewise, emotions are the least
cognitive in nature, beliefs are the most cognitive, while attitudes fall somewhere in
between.
Fuller (1969) used the term “concerns” in the context of pre-service teachers
about to embark on their student teaching journeys. Fuller first studied a small group of
student teachers participating in a group seminar throughout their student teaching
practice. For her second study, she collected written concern statements from a larger
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group of student teachers at two-week intervals during their student teaching experiences.
Finally, Fuller analyzed data received from other researchers in eight additional studies,
some published and some not, from various places in the United States and from teachers
in various stages of their careers. Without fail, the research revealed the same pattern.
Student teachers and beginning teachers were most concerned with matters related to self.
Teachers with a few years of experience were most concerned with task management.
Only after teachers acquired several years of experience did students’ progress become
their major concern.
Fuller’s initial work diverged into two different strands. One strand focused on
the forces that shape the development of pre-service and beginning teachers. The other
strand focused on teacher concerns in the context of adopting educational innovations.
Fuller and her colleagues worked for the Research and Development Center for Teacher
Education at the University of Texas at Austin. She laid the groundwork for future work
at the same institution for Gene Hall and his colleagues. The work of Dossett, Hall, Hord,
Huling-Austin, Loucks, Newlove, Rutherford, and Wallace resulted in the Concerns
Based Adoption Model (CBAM) (Conway & Clark, 2003; Hall & Hord, 1987).
Concerns Based Adoption Model
The Concerns Based Adoption Model (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 182) contains three
components used for diagnostic purposes to measure and conceptualize individual
change. These components are Stages of Concern, Levels of Use, and Innovation
Configurations. The individuals that comprise the change model include users, non-users,
and change facilitators.
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The Stages of Concern component measures the affective side of teacher change.
The Levels of Use component parallels the Stages of Concern, but it measures the
behavioral side. The Levels of Use component describes how teachers are implementing
the innovation in their classrooms. The model contains eight levels of use. The lowest
level is nonuse. The teacher does not use the innovation and probably has never heard of
it. Still in the category of nonusers are the next two levels, orientation and preparation.
These levels indicate that the teacher has been made aware of the innovation but is still
learning about it and preparing to use it. With mechanical use, the teacher uses a
superficial application of the innovation with no reflection. Routine users implement the
change without thought to improving the innovation or to the consequences of the
innovation. Refinement is the stage in which the teacher varies the implementation with
consideration being given to the consequences to the students. When the teacher reaches
the integration stage, he or she is collaborating with colleagues to make a bigger impact
on student learning. The final stage, renewal, is when the teacher is ready to re-evaluate
the innovation and look for possible ways to improve it.
The necessity for a third dimension to the Concerns Based Adoption Model arose
from the tendency of people implementing change to “adapt, modify, and/or mutate
aspects of innovations” (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 113). Whether deliberate or resulting from
not fully understanding the nature of the innovation, the way the innovation is
implemented from classroom to classroom or school to school can vary greatly. An
Innovation Configuration is a map that describes the different configurations of
innovation implementation. An Innovation Configuration map resembles a rubric for
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evaluation. It is a continuum that describes the way the implementation might look from
a picture of an ideal situation to one where the innovation is not being implemented at all.
In the Concerns Based Adoption Model, events or actions that might “pop up”
during implementation of a change are called “mushrooms.” Just like their namesake, the
events might add flavor and be “nutritious” for the change process. On the other hand,
they could also be “poisonous” and destructive to the change process. It is critical to the
success of the implementation of the innovation that change facilitators be skilled in the
“detection of mushrooms” (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 248). They need to be able to tell the
difference between the two types of mushrooms, encouraging the growth of the positive
ones while quickly squelching the negative ones.
CBAM identifies seven stages of concern that users, or potential users, of an
innovation may have during the adoption process (Hall & Hord, 2006). The seven stages
of concerns (see Table 2) are awareness, information, personal, management,
consequence, collaboration, and refocusing.
Any change process will see individuals at various stages along the continuum.
As Peers (1990) explains it, people implementing an innovation “may experience many
types and levels of concern concurrently but an individual will perceive certain demands
of an innovation as being more salient than others at a given time and hence some
concerns will be more intense than others” (p. 180). While the seven stages of concern
(see Table 2) are not mutually exclusive, they do have distinguishing features. The stages
can be grouped into the three dimensions of self, task, and impact that were first
identified in the Fuller (1969) model.
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Table 2
Stages of Concern: Typical Expressions of Concern about the Innovation
Stages of Concern
Impact

6

Refocusing

Expressions of Concern
I have some ideas about something that would
work even better.

5

Collaboration

I am concerned about relating what I am doing
with what my co-workers are doing.

Task

4

Consequence

How is my use affecting clients?

3

Management

I seem to be spending all of my time getting
materials ready.

Self

Unrelated

2

Personal

How will using it affect me?

1

Information

I would like to know more about it.

0

Awareness

I am not concerned about it.

Note. From Measuring Implementation in Schools: The Stages of Concern Questionnaire
by A. A. George, G. E. Hall, and S. M. Stiegelbauer, 2006, p. 4, Copyright © 2006 by
SEDL. Reprinted with permission.
The dimensions identified as “self” include stage 0 (awareness), stage 1
(information), and stage 2 (personal). Teachers at stage 0 are unaware of an innovation,
therefore not concerned about it. At stage 1, they are aware of the innovation and would
like to know more about it. At stage 2, they begin to wonder how the innovation will
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affect them personally. Teachers at stage 3 will wonder how they are going to implement
the changes. They will worry about possible mistakes that they might make. They may
express the opinion that this innovation is really no different from what they are already
doing, therefore convincing themselves that they do not have to change.
Although teachers may still have intense feelings at the personal stage, as time
draws close for implementation, they reach the task-oriented stage. For example, teachers
at stage 3 of implementing the GPS will wonder how they are going to manage the
materials, the lesson planning, the assessment, and the differentiation of instruction. The
final stages of the continuum are the impact stages. Stage 4 is consequences. Teachers
will wonder how their actions will affect the student. Many staff development facilitators
are upset to find that teachers are not at this stage when they come to training. The staff
development can be more effective if the leaders accept the teachers at the stage where
they are and deliver the training accordingly. Stage 5 is collaboration. Teachers at this
stage will begin to think about working with other teachers to share ideas and work to
make the innovation better. At stage 6, the refocusing stage, teachers begin to get original
ideas to try and improve the innovation.
Teachers can have concerns at all stages at all times as they progress through
implementation of an innovation, but different stages tend to be more intense at various
times. For example, self concerns are greatest at the beginning of training while task
concerns intensify a short while into the innovation. Impact concerns become more
intense with experience. People generally tend to move through the stages of concern in a
linear manner, although it is not uncommon for them to cycle back, especially if intense
management concerns go unresolved (Hord et al., 1987). Some people never reach the
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upper stages. In fact, some have no desire to do so. Effective facilitators will address
concerns of teachers wherever they are on the continuum and try to help them move to a
higher level.
There are many applications of CBAM and other concerns theory models in the
research literature. In the field of education, concerns theory has been used to study staff
development (Dass, 2001; Peers, 1990), to investigate curriculum development (Christou,
Eliophotou-Menon, & Philippou, 2004; Crawford, Chamblee, & Rowlett, 1998), to
follow implementation of technology (Chamblee & Slough, 2002; Donovan, Hartley, &
Strudler, 2007; Giancola, 2001), and to facilitate curriculum evaluation (Fenton, 2002;
Loucks & Pratt, 1979).
The Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ) has been used to measure levels of
concern in the implementation of innovations in educational settings in a number of
contexts. Christou et al. (2004) researched teachers’ concerns regarding adoption of a
new elementary mathematics curriculum in Cyprus, Greece. The study found no
significant differences in teachers’ concerns across years of implementation with most
teachers focused on the task stage. The biggest variable in determining the stages of
concerns in this study turned out to be years of teaching experience. Experienced teachers
had much fewer informational type concerns than teachers with little or no teaching
experience. Experienced teachers had more concerns regarding student outcomes and had
more ideas about improving the innovation. A follow-up study 5 years into the innovation
(Charambous et al., 2004) found teachers were still mainly exhibiting self-concerns. That
is, many were still expressing intense concerns to learn more about the innovation. The
findings of their second study led Charambous, Philippou, and Kyriakides to recommend
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that policymakers advance teachers’ efficacy by providing sufficient information relating
to an innovation before asking them to implement it.
Crawford, Chamblee, and Rowlett (1998) used the SoCQ to study teacher
concerns as they related to staff development for an “Algebra for Everyone” mandate
from the state of North Carolina. The purpose of this study was to monitor how teachers’
levels of concerns changed after one year of a state-mandated curriculum change. North
Carolina mathematics teachers attended one of several 7-day workshops to prepare them
to teach algebra to all students. Using the Concerns Based Adoption Model (Hall & Hord,
in Crawford et al., 1998) as a framework, the researchers administered the Stages of
Concerns Questionnaire to 248 teachers who attended the first workshop and 128 of those
same teachers who elected to attend a follow-up workshop after a year of implementing
the new curriculum. Crawford, Chamblee, and Rowlett also analyzed demographic data
and participants’ workshop evaluations. The pre-test revealed the highest levels of
concern to be at the awareness, information, and personal stages. The only level of
concern that yielded a significant difference between teachers with minor in-service
experience to those with extensive in-service experience was at the level of collaboration.
This finding suggested that teachers with previous in-service experience should be
encouraged to be leaders in implementing change in their respective schools. Post-tests
revealed significant decreases in awareness and information concerns and a significant
increase in refocusing. Their findings were consistent with the Fuller model. Teachers in
their study had not reached the stage where student outcomes were a major focus. These
findings led the researchers to suggest that “staff developers need to place less emphasis
upon Phase I in-service, with more emphasis upon effective support methods for
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implementation such as peer coaching or use of action research” (Crawford et al., 1998,
p. 324).
Dass (2001) studied implementation of a professional development program
which was designed to promote constructivist principles for science teaching and learning
in grades K-8. The professional development model studied included a summer institute
with follow-up support meetings throughout the school year. Using a combination of
qualitative and quantitative research techniques to study 24 science teachers, Dass found
that teachers had major concerns about how to implement constructivist techniques when
they were not modeled for them in the professional development setting.
Dass found that teachers expressed four major management concerns as they
moved into the implementation phase. First, they realized that constructivist teaching
required a much greater expenditure of their time than traditional teaching had done.
Second, materials and other resources were not always readily available. The standard
resources provided by the textbook publishers were not helpful because they focused on
traditional non-constructivist methods. Third, elementary teachers expressed management
concerns regarding the difficulty of different teachers from the same grade level staying
together on the same topic. The constructivist approach required teachers to deviate from
the standard curriculum sequence. Dass suggested that the concern could be alleviated by
planning together by grade level or by removing the assumption that grade level teachers
need to be on the same topic at the same time. The fourth management concern expressed
by the teachers in this study was related to classroom management. More active
involvement by the students coupled with a less structured environment created noise and
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transition issues that were troubling to teachers used to a quieter, more controlled
classroom.
The study found that teachers expressed impact concerns as the year progressed.
Many worried that students were having fun but they were not learning. Upper level
teachers worried about impact on SAT scores. It became evident to the teachers that new
methods of evaluation were needed to better determine if learning was occurring.
Collaboration and refocusing concerns that emerged were related to the management
concern of staying on the same topic at the same time. Teachers feared alienation from
colleagues who resisted changing their “tried-and-true” non-constructivist units that they
had used for years with apparent success. Teachers expressed a need to refocus by
changing the way that units were planned to incorporate more collaborative efforts
among colleagues.
Using the Levels of Use component of the CBAM framework, Giancola (2001)
found many factors influenced whether or not teachers implemented a Delaware
technology initiative including “curriculum alignment, teacher interest and capacity,
teachers’ expectations of students, classroom management, community involvement, and
teachers’ beliefs about the value of the software itself” (p. 383). The results of her study
showed, however, that the most critical component of the project’s implementation was
professional development. Failure of the professional development to address the
complexity of true integration of the technology into the curriculum proved to be a
serious deterrent to successful implementation. Giancola’s findings were consistent with
those of Dass (2001) and Crawford et al. (1998).
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Chamblee and Slough (2002) also researched implementation of technology.
Chamblee used CBAM to study high school mathematics teachers’ concerns regarding
the use of graphing calculators to teach first-year algebra. Slough used a modified version
of CBAM to do a qualitative study with secondary science teachers implementing
telecommunications. In Slough’s study, the science teachers’ profiles were more
consistent with experienced users of the innovation. The journal article compared and
contrasted the individual studies conducted by each author. Similarities included the use
of CBAM to assess teachers’ concerns and levels of use of technology. One major
difference was in the profiles of the research participants. Chamblee’s study found that
teachers who perceived themselves as competent users of the graphing calculator had
Stages of Concerns profiles that were more consistent with non-users. Chamblee and
Slough observed that CBAM assumes a static environment. Both researchers were
studying implementation of technology – an environment that is constantly changing. The
authors concluded that pattern of concerns may not follow the traditional linear map of
the CBAM when studying a changing environment.
Conversely, the findings of Donovan, Hartley, and Strudler (2007) regarding
implementation of a one-to-one laptop initiative at the middle school level were fairly
consistent with Hall and Hord’s (2006) model. As a result of their study, Donovan et al.
recommended differentiated professional development to meet the needs of the teachers
at their level of concern. Consistent with other studies (Crawford et al., 1998; Dass, 2001;
Giancola, 2001), professional development emerged as a critical component of successful
implementation.
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Schools that are several years into the adoption of a new curriculum can use
CBAM techniques to determine where their teachers stand in the adoption process.
Fenton (2002) surveyed teachers in an Anchorage, Alaska school district to examine the
status of the adoption of a standards-based curriculum in math and science. Fenton found
the Anchorage teachers to be in the third and fourth stages. The Anchorage school district
used the results of Fenton’s study to assess professional development needs for the
teachers.
CBAM research supports the theory that “support for teachers at the building
level is vital for successful change” (Loucks & Pratt, 1979, p. 214). Educational leaders
and policymakers have an obligation to foster the chances of success by acknowledging
and identifying the concerns of classroom teachers (Christou et al., 2004).
Educational Change in Mathematics Education
Influenced by the educational movement of the moment throughout history, the
field of mathematics education has experienced its share of reform efforts and change
initiatives. According to Kilpatrick (1992), writing about mathematics teaching and
learning can be traced all the way back to the time of Socrates. Kilpatrick relates a story,
as told in Plato’s Meno, which described how Socrates used carefully chosen questions to
lead a slave boy to discover that the area of a square drawn on the diagonal of another
square had an area twice that of the smaller square. Mathematics education, however, did
not emerge as a significant field of study until the turn of the twentieth century.
Kilpatrick (1992) asserts that two separate disciplines strongly influenced
mathematics education. Not surprisingly, one is mathematics. The other is psychology.
The scientific movement heavily influenced education in the early 20th century, and
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psychologists were extremely interested in studying how people think about mathematics.
Thorndike (1919) and his colleagues used scientific methods to argue that drill-andpractice was the best way to teach mathematics. Because their philosophy had an
objective epistemology, Thorndike et al. argued that children do not reason about why
they do math the way they do. They do it that way because it’s the way their teachers
showed them how to do it (Ellis & Berry, 2005).
According to Ellis and Berry (2005), the primary implication of the Progressive
movement on mathematics education came with the outgrowth of the Social Efficiency
movement. The Progressives maintained that the needs of the child should be at the
center of curriculum decisions. Therefore, the only math that should be taught was math
that the child expressly needed. Although it seems contradictory, the Social Efficiency
Progressives used the standardized tests from Thorndike’s era to determine which
students were best suited to learn higher level mathematics. Academic tracking, or
grouping by ability, became commonplace in the 1940s. The number of students taking
algebra at the high school level declined, while the numbers in vocational and consumer
math grew.
By the 1950s, many groups were beginning to call for mathematics reform.
Colleges were complaining that students were not prepared for college-level work, while
businesses and the military complained that workers lacked basic computational skills
(Kilpatrick, 1992). The report, A Survey of Mathematical Education: The Causes of
Student Dropout, Failure, and Incompetence at the Elementary and Secondary Levels,
came about as a result of the Carnegie Corporation asking the Educational Testing
Service to develop a plan for improving mathematics instruction. The authors of the
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report gave kudos to the current reform efforts but stated that more needed to be done in
the way of analyzing the mental processes of the students as learners of mathematics.
When the Russians launched Sputnik in 1957, the United States government used
National Science Foundation funding to establish even more study groups. The result was
the “New Math” movement of the 1960s, a reform effort that most agree “failed
miserably” (Ellis & Berry, 2005, p. 10). According to Ellis and Berry, many place the
blame of the failure of the New Math on the developers who targeted a specific audience
of white males of European descent.
The failure of the New Math movement led to a “back-to-basics” cry for the
1970s. The basic skills nature of mathematics teaching dominated the textbooks
throughout the 1970s and much of the 1980s. Despite efforts to reform mathematics
teaching and learning, the classrooms continued to look much like they did 100 years
earlier. The teacher was still the central authority figure, and drill-and-practice was the
predominant teaching strategy. The beginning of the 1980s, however, began to see a
paradigm shift in mathematics education. The introduction of computers to the scene
played no small role. In 1977, Appel and Haken used a computer experiment to prove the
Four-Color Theorem, a conjecture that posits that only four colors are needed to color a
map in such a way that adjacent regions are of different colors. The computer proof
submitted by Appel and Haken marked a huge departure from the traditional deductive
method of proof so respected and revered in the mathematics community. It more closely
resembles the post-positivist realist position that something is generally accepted to be
true because to date efforts to find a counterexample have failed (Crotty, 1998; Gall,
Gall, & Borg, 2007). According to Tymoczko (in Cooney & Shealy, 1997), the proof of
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this theorem was generally accepted by mathematicians to be true, a phenomenon that
would not have happened 25 years earlier.
What began to happen in the mathematics education community was a shift from
thinking of math as timeless and unchanging to thinking of it “as a way of thinking about
the external world, a category of constructing meaning” (Cooney & Shealy, 1997, p. 89).
Nowhere was this paradigm shift more evident than in the work of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM). It was around this same time that an NCTM task
force funded by the National Science Foundation presented its recommendations for
school mathematics in a booklet entitled An Agenda for Action (NCTM, 1980). It was the
recommendation of this task force that problem solving be the main focus in the
mathematics classroom and that math students be allowed to take full advantage of
calculators and computers. The work began by NCTM with An Agenda for Action
resulted in the introduction of the Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School
Mathematics (NCTM, 1989) and its subsequent revision, Principles and Standards for
School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000). The vision of reform proposed by NCTM requires a
constructivist view of mathematics where students are actively engaged in creating their
own meanings of mathematics. Constructivists view mathematics as a creative and
dynamic process. This view is in direct contrast to a competing reform view of
mathematics calling for more explicit instruction in computation and an increased
emphasis in standardized testing. Davis, Maher, and Noddings (1990) called the situation
“a war on two fronts” (p. 1) as they expressed concern that one reform was threatening to
cancel out the other. A side effect of the “math wars” of the 1980s was that interest in
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researching teachers’ beliefs about mathematics and mathematics teaching increased (A.
G. Thompson, 1992).
Ellis and Berry (2005) call the two paradigms the procedural-formalist paradigm
(PFP) and the cognitive-cultural paradigm (CCP). They describe the paradigms as
follows: “The PFP holds that mathematics is an objective set of logically organized facts,
skills, and procedures that have been optimized over centuries” (p. 11). Conversely, “the
CCP takes mathematics to be a set of logically organized and interconnected concepts
that come out of human experience, thought, and interaction” (p. 12). The PFP view of
mathematics is difficult to learn because it occurs outside the realm of human experience.
The CCP view, on the other hand, should be “accessible to all students if learned in a
cognitively connected and culturally relevant way” (p. 12). Constructivists would fall into
the CCP category, while the PFP category fits a behaviorist paradigm.
A teacher who views students as empty vessels waiting to be filled with
knowledge would be more likely to subscribe to the belief that math is a collection of
procedures and best taught by direct instruction. A constructivist teacher would be more
likely to believe that math is a creative endeavor and that students should be encouraged
to try multiple approaches to solving problems (Davis et al., 1990). Teachers’ perceptions
of math as either a “process-oriented activity” or a “skills-oriented activity” (Andrews &
Hatch, 1999, p. 213) determine their membership in the constructivist or behaviorist
camp. To further illustrate the complexity of teachers’ belief systems, researchers have
found that teachers’ belief systems include seemingly conflicting viewpoints (Andrews &
Hatch, 1999; Cooney, Shealy, & Arvold, 1998; Raymond, 1997; A. G. Thompson, 1992).
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Seaman, Szydlik, Szydlik, and Beam (2005) sorted teachers’ beliefs into four
main categories or themes:
1. Mathematics is a collection of rules, formulas, and procedures.
2. Mathematics is a creative endeavor.
3. Mathematical problem-solving allows for multiple approaches.
4. Mathematics is best taught by direct instruction. (p. 200)
The first two categories reflect contrasting views about the nature of mathematics. The
last two categories represent opposing views about how mathematics should be taught.
Research regarding change in the field of mathematics education (Cooney & Shealy,
1997; Goldsmith & Shifter, 1997; Henry & Clements, 1999; Macnab & Payne, 2003)
suggests that mathematics teachers must often undergo a shift in their basic belief system
regarding how students learn mathematics before effective change takes place.
Teachers’ views on best instructional practices have been found to be highly
correlated with their views on how students learn mathematics (Frykholm, 2005; D. R.
Thompson & Senk, 2001). Researchers also discovered that teachers use instructional
methods similar to the ones their teachers used with them (Cooney et al., 1998; Lubinski
& Otto, 2004). The research findings have made it evident that reform as it relates to
instructional practice must necessarily be a slow evolutionary process.
Ross, McDougall, and Hogaboam-Gray (2003) found that teachers identified as
“low-reform” teachers will find ways to adapt reform teaching methods to fit their more
traditional styles. Studies have also found correlations between student achievement and
whether or not teachers followed reform teaching methods (McCaffrey et al., 2001;
Schoen et al., 2003). Numerous studies have found that experimental groups following a
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standards-based curriculum significantly out-performed their counterparts in traditional
classrooms (Kramarski et al., 2002; Reys et al., 2003; Riordan & Noyce, 2001; D. R.
Thompson & Senk, 2001). As evidenced by the research, standards-based curricula have
resulted in improved student achievement when implemented correctly.
Schoen et al. (2003) studied teacher variables that related to student achievement
when using a standards-based curriculum. The best predictors for success, according to
their study, were whether or not teachers had participated in the staff development
training and whether or not the teachers followed the curriculum assessments properly.
Numerous studies (Cooney et al., 1998; Hart, 2002, 2004; McGinnis, Kramer, RothMcDuffie, & Watanabe, 1998, April) have shown that teacher education programs have
been highly successful in changing the beliefs of pre-service teachers to constructivist
philosophies consistent with the mathematics education reform movement. Crawford,
Chamblee, and Rowlett (1998) identified three phases in the learning process as teachers
were involved in implementation of a curriculum innovation: “(1) New knowledge; (2)
Classroom implementation; and (3) Institutional change” (p. 319). Staff development of
in-service teachers and university training of pre-service teachers was only the first step.
Datnow (2005) and Cobb, McClain, de Silva Lamberg, and Dean (2003) found
that reform efforts mandated by district, state, and federal guidelines were more
sustainable than individual school reform efforts. Classroom implementation of reform
based curricula was frequently put aside to prepare students for state tests. If the reform
efforts did not support the high-stakes, state-mandated tests, then the efforts were
abandoned quickly, especially in schools with a history of low-performing students.
Another way that reform efforts were found to be supported or thwarted at the school or
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district level was through adoption of curriculum materials (Middleton, 1999; Remillard,
1999). Teachers were often presented with a textbook that approached math in a way that
conflicted with their own belief system. Whether the textbook changed their beliefs or
not, it influenced their instructional decisions and broadened their perspectives. The
National Science Foundation (NSF) has funded several “reform-based” mathematics
textbooks in recent years. Research has found no significant difference between test
scores of students taught with traditional curricular materials and those taught with NSF
funded materials. On the other hand, the number of students who take higher-level math
classes is considerably higher in schools that have adopted NSF textbooks (Harwell et al.,
2007).
Georgia Curriculum Changes
The Georgia Performance Standards in mathematics (Georgia Performance
Standards, 2005) are based largely on the content and process standards of the Principles
and Standards of School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000). Because the math standards are
not scheduled to be implemented in Georgia high schools until the 2008-2009 school
year, there is no existing research on teacher perceptions of the new math curriculum. In
a related study, however, Futch and Stephens (1997) surveyed Georgia middle school
teachers and principals about their beliefs regarding the Curriculum and Evaluation
Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 1989). They found that teachers and
principals appeared to support the global beliefs of the NCTM standards on a
philosophical level but rejected more than one-third of the statements representing
underlying beliefs of the standards. Futch and Stephens concluded that “slogan-like
standards are acceptable, whereas the practice and process standards are more
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problematic” (p. 247). This study supported findings of researchers in other parts of the
United States (Raymond, 1997; Roehrig & Kruse, 2005) who found that teachers’ stated
beliefs about mathematics and mathematics teaching were often in conflict with their
classroom practice.
The Georgia Department of Education gave several reasons for a need for a new
curriculum (Cox, 2007a). The Quality Core Curriculum (QCC) was written in 1985 and
only slightly revised in 1997. The QCC objectives were not aligned to national or
international standards. Georgia SAT scores were among the lowest in the nation. The
achievement gap between White, Black, and Hispanic students was widening from grade
5 to grade 11. Based on analysis of recent student achievement data, “the State Board of
Education mandated that the Department of Education develop a curriculum that was
rigorous, deep, provided clear expectations for students, was an instructional guide for
teachers, [and] was student focused rather than teacher focused” (Cox, 2007c, p. 15).
The Georgia Performance Standards were developed by teams of teachers,
national and state experts, and consultants. This panel studied standards from states and
nations considered “high-performing” such as North Carolina, Texas, Michigan and
Japan. The panel consulted the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the
American Association for the Advancement of Science for advice on national standards
in their respective subjects (Georgia Performance Standards, 2005).
Teachers with experience in standards based teaching were solicited to become
members of a teacher writing team. The high school advisory committee was formed in
the summer of 2004. This committee was comprised of teachers, mathematics
coordinators, and state and national leaders in both K-12 and higher education. After an
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intensive training session, the writing team developed a curriculum. The curriculum went
through an extensive public review process and was reviewed by a British research
scientist internationally known for her work in mathematics assessment. The final
revisions were unanimously adopted in May of 2005. The standards were “endorsed by
the Board of Georgia Council of Teachers of Mathematics, the Senior Vice Chancellor
for Academic Affairs of the Board of Regents, and the Regents Academic Advisory
Committee on Mathematical Subjects as well as high school department chairs from
numerous school systems across the state” (Cox, 2007c, p. 17).
The Georgia Department of Education continues to collaborate with several state
agencies as well as Georgia Public Broadcasting. The K-12 Math Standards were aligned
with standards from the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, the College
Board, the American Statistical Association, and Achieve (an agency which sponsors the
American Diploma Project). The curriculum was designed to have a student-centered
approach with a balance of concepts, skills, and problem solving.
The biggest difference between Georgia’s new curriculum and its old is the use of
performance standards. According to the executive summary on the State Board of
Education website, “A performance standard has four components: a content standard,
illustrative tasks, examples of student work, and a commentary for teachers” (Executive
Summary, 2006, p. 1). The new standards eliminate extensive review of previously
learned topics and address fewer topics at each grade level. The high school math
curriculum is designed to have all students ready for college level mathematics upon
graduation from high school. Designers of the curriculum adapted the format from one
used by North Carolina. The performance standards “draw on the strengths of the
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Japanese school mathematics curriculum: coherence, leanness, and rigor” (Executive
Summary, 2006, p. 2).
A comparison of Quality Core Curriculum (QCC) content and Georgia
Performance Standards (GPS) content (Cox, 2008a) reveals that 80% of the QCC
Algebra I content and 50% of the geometry concepts are now taught in the middle school.
Evaluating algebraic expressions, writing and solving one-step equations and proportions,
volume of rectangular prisms, cylinders, pyramids and cones, and surface area of
rectangular prisms and cylinders are taught in sixth grade. Absolute value, computing and
solving problems with integers, operations with algebraic expressions, understanding and
applying linear equations, analyzing relationships between two variables using tables,
graphs, and formulas, direct and inverse proportion, and basic geometric constructions
and transformations are all part of the seventh grade GPS content. In eighth grade,
students are expected to learn to distinguish between rational and irrational numbers,
simplify expressions with integral exponents, solve inequalities in one variable, solve
problems with relations and linear functions, know the properties of parallel and
perpendicular lines, explain the meaning of congruence, and apply the Pythagorean
Theorem. Statistical concepts such as posing questions, collecting and representing data,
finding measures of central tendency, and basic probability are also taught in the middle
school.
The former curriculum in Georgia called for extensive re-teaching and review.
The new curriculum is designed to eliminate widespread repetition and address fewer
topics at each grade level. For example, the sixth grade QCC contained 53 objectives.
The sixth grade GPS has 18 objectives. The seventh grade numbers dropped from 43 to
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15 while the eighth grade numbers changed from 45 to 18. There are similar reductions in
the number of objectives for each high school course. Using mathematics to solve
problems with more rigor and depth will provide a natural opportunity for review. In
Math I, students will study radical and polynomial equations and functions, inductive and
deductive reasoning, coordinate and transformational geometry, permutations and
combinations, and summary statistics including mean absolute deviation. Math II will
contain right triangle trigonometry, properties of circles and spheres, complex numbers,
quadratic equations and inequalities, piecewise, exponential, and inverse functions,
population mean, standard deviation, and statistical inferences. The content for Math III
includes exponential and logarithmic functions, higher degree polynomial functions,
solving a variety of equations and inequalities, conic sections, matrices, vertex-edge
graphs, probability histograms, and normal distributions. Math IV will include circular
trigonometry, trigonometric functions and their inverses, trigonometric identities and
equations, rational functions, vectors, sequences and series, the central limit theorem, and
confidence intervals. Students will be given the opportunity to accelerate the four high
school math courses into three if they wish to take an advanced placement class in
calculus or statistics during their senior year. Students who struggle in mathematics will
have the opportunity to take a support class in addition to their regular math class to
provide extra time and help in achieving the standards (Cox, 2008a).
The revised high school math curriculum in Georgia is an integrated curriculum.
The term “integrated curriculum” can mean different things in different situations.
Usiskin (2003) describes five areas in which math can be integrated: “using unifying
concepts, merging different areas of mathematics into broader areas, removing
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distinctions entirely between areas of mathematics, teaching different strands of
mathematics each year, and interdisciplinary integration of mathematics with other
subjects” (p. 16).
Unifying concepts are found in most if not all branches of mathematics. Examples
of unifying concepts include deduction, set theory, problem solving, and functions.
Merging areas of school mathematics such as algebra, geometry and statistics into
broader areas is another method of integration. Mathematics curriculum changes since the
1960s have seen some of this integration already with solid geometry merging with plane
geometry and trigonometry becoming commonplace in Algebra II.
When all distinctions between areas of mathematics are merged, then topics from
probability and statistics, geometry, algebra, and functions are found in every year of
high school mathematics. The mathematics is taught in the context of real world
applications with unifying concepts such as set theory, logical reasoning, and
transformation continually emphasized. This is the type of integration that Georgia is
attempting to implement.
Integration by strands is the most common form of integration world-wide.
According to Usiskin (2003), the traditional United States and world-wide elementary
school curriculum fits this description. Most of the time, however, these strands are
taught with only a superficial (if any) connection among them.
Interdisciplinary integration attempts to show connections between various
subject areas such as math and science, or math and social studies. Proponents of this
approach argue that separation of learning is artificial. Those who disagree with an
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interdisciplinary approach in mathematics claim it is too difficult to give the mathematics
the attention it needs and still connect it in a logical way.
One can break integration down further if the sizes of the curriculum are
considered (Usiskin, 2003). From smallest to largest, the sizes of the curriculum can be
placed in the following hierarchy: individual problem, lesson or problem set, unit, course,
school mathematics curriculum, and school curriculum. Teachers usually have control
over the first three sizes, but the school district controls the last three. A curriculum could
very well be integrated at one size of the curriculum but not at another size.
Integration takes on different characteristics depending on the size of the
curriculum. Georgia’s High School Mathematics Research and Resource Manual (Cox,
2007a) borrowed the following list from House (2003):
An integrated mathematics program is a holistic mathematics curriculum that –
•

Consists of topics from a wide variety of mathematical fields and blends
those topics to emphasize the connections and unity among those fields;

•

Emphasizes the relationships among topics within mathematics as well as
between mathematics and other disciplines;

•

Each year, includes those topics at levels appropriate to students’ abilities;

•

Is problem centered and application based;

•

Emphasizes problem solving and mathematical reasoning;

•

Provides multiple contexts for students to learn mathematics concepts;

•

Provides continual reinforcements of concepts through successively
expanding treatment of these concepts;

•

Makes appropriate use of technology. (House, 2003, p. 5)
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The Thomas Fordham Institute’s report, The State of State Standards 2006 (Klein,
Braams, & Parker, 2005), gave Georgia a grade of B+ for its new curriculum. The only
states receiving a higher grade than Georgia were California and Indiana. The report gave
the mathematics standards a grade of B. The K-8 standards were praised for being clear
and concise. The high school standards, still in revision at the time of the review, were
criticized for being vague in places. The sample lesson plans were said to be of poor
quality with too much emphasis on graphing calculator use. Nevertheless, the high school
standards were called “a solid start and, we hope, just a way station on the road to
excellence” (Finn, Petrilli, & Julian, 2006, ¶ 2).
Professional Development of Teachers
While the work of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics has had a
major impact on mathematics reform efforts not only in Georgia but across the nation, it
has had less of an impact on what is taking place in actual classrooms (Philipp, 2007).
Meaningful and lasting changes in the schools will not occur without “sustained
professional development designed to change teachers’ beliefs” (Philipp, 2007, p. 263).
According to Guskey (2000), “notable improvements in education almost never take
place in the absence of professional development. At the core of each and every
successful educational improvement effort is a thoroughly conceived, well-designed, and
well-supported professional development component” (p. 4). The operative words are
thoroughly conceived and well-designed. It is important that an evaluation process be in
place to determine the success of professional development efforts.
Guskey gives four reasons that evaluation of staff development is important. The
first reason is that professional development has come to be recognized as a process, not
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a one-time event. The second reason is that not only is professional development a
process, it is an intentional process designed to bring about school improvement. The
third reason evaluation of profession development is so important is because it is being
used to guide reform efforts. Without a valid and reliable method of evaluation in place,
there is room for false claims of success from the plethora of reform initiatives vying for
school systems to adopt them. The last reason is the current call for accountability. This
reason is closely tied to the third reason. Schools under tremendous pressure to make
“adequate yearly progress” are grasping at programs that claim to raise student
achievement.
Guskey identifies five levels of professional development evaluation. The lowest
level, and the one used most often, is participant’s reactions. Easily obtained by a quick
evaluation form at the end of the session, this level of evaluation asks questions about
how well the participants liked the session and what they learned. Factors such as room
temperature and choice of refreshments can often affect these evaluations. The second
level is participants’ learning. The third level is organizational support and change.
Sometimes factors outside the immediate control of the participants affect whether or not
the professional development experience can bring about a positive change. The example
Guskey uses is one in which teachers cannot implement cooperative learning strategies
successfully because of the spirit of competitiveness among the students that is
encouraged by the school. The fourth level of professional development evaluation is the
participants’ use of new knowledge and skills. Guskey promotes the Concerns Based
Adoption Model as an example of an instrument for evaluating this level. The fifth and
highest level in Guskey’s hierarchy is student learning outcomes. It is very difficult to
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evaluate professional development at this level, because student learning can be affected
by so many different variables. Guskey acknowledges that the vast majority of
professional development is only evaluated at the first level. Others usually stop at the
second level.
School improvement efforts often focus on staff development to train teachers to
implement some new reform. Little (2001) observes that “explanations for the success or
failure of reform commonly point to the contributions or shortcomings of formal staff
development” (p. 23). In light of professional development in pursuit of reform, Little
offers the following considerations. Some teachers embrace change while others fight it
every step of the way (with or without good reason). Little advises that it is important to
realize “reforms have the potential to enhance or threaten the intellectual, moral, and
emotional satisfactions of classroom teaching” (p. 26). Little cautions that reform efforts
can strain friendships and other bonds of professional community. Colleagues can find
themselves at odds with each other when they are on opposite sides of the fence with a
reform issue. Finally, Little states that it is necessary to acknowledge just how much time
and energy that reform efforts are going to take out of teachers. Reform efforts have the
potential to consume all of a teacher’s spare time, often at the expense of personal
relationships.
Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, and Yoon (2001) analyzed data collected for a
national evaluation of a federal program aimed specifically at math and science teachers,
the Eisenhower Professional Development program. They compared data collected from
over 1000 science and math teachers with features identified from a review of the
literature on professional development of teachers. Garet et al. identified four principles
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that should be present in order for successful professional development to occur. These
principles were focused on content knowledge, opportunities for active learning,
consistency with other learning activities, and sustained follow-up.
After synthesizing results from many studies, Garet et al. concluded that the
research shows professional learning activities focusing on specific content knowledge
resulted in higher student achievement while activities concentrating on pedagogical
issues did not. This was especially true at the elementary level, where many teachers lack
a strong content-specific knowledge base.
Opportunities for active learning can take many forms. Professional learning
activities that model active learning prove especially helpful (Darling-Hammond &
McLaughlin, 1995). It is difficult for teachers to change their teaching methods from the
traditional “explain-practice-memorize paradigm” (Greenwood, 1984, p. 663) if they
have never experienced active learning. Researchers verify that teachers use instructional
methods similar to the ones their teachers used with them (Cooney et al., 1998; Lubinski
& Otto, 2004). In addition, Garet et al. (2001) found that observation of expert teachers
as well as the opportunity to be observed provided teachers with reflective opportunities
that resulted in positive changes in teaching practices. Other types of active learning
identified by Garet et al. included reviewing student work and opportunities for
presenting, leading discussions, and writing.
A third feature of a successful professional learning experience concerns
coherency with other learning activities. To be successful, the experience should be
perceived as connected to the overarching educational goals of the participants. The
activities should build on prior experiences and be followed up with more advanced work
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at a later date. Teachers also take their professional learning experiences more seriously if
they can see a tie to their state and district standards and assessment instruments. One
final measure of coherence is the extent to which the professional learning experience
encourages participants to communicate and collaborate with each other.
Finally, if a professional learning experience is to be viewed as a “process rather
than an event” (Hall & Hord, 2006), then sustained follow-up is essential (Guskey, 2000).
Using least-squares regression techniques, Garet et al. found the success of a particular
professional learning experience to be positively correlated to the duration of the
experience.
The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) has identified six
standards for the professional development of mathematics teachers (NCTM, 1991).
These standards were written to apply to teacher education programs from college teacher
preparation programs to workshops and seminars for veteran teachers.
The first standard for professional development of math teachers states that
teachers should experience good mathematics teaching. Pre-service and in-service
opportunities for teachers should model best practices in mathematics teaching. Among
other things, the professional development leaders should pose worthwhile tasks, engage
the participants in mathematical discourse, use a variety of tools including technology
and manipulatives, and encourage teachers to take intellectual risks.
The second standard is that teachers should know mathematics and school
mathematics. By understanding the broader context of mathematics, teachers are better
able to situate school mathematics for themselves and for their students. This means not
only understanding specific mathematical content and processes, but understanding the
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connectedness of mathematical topics. The teachers should understand the dynamic
nature of mathematics as well as the relationship to mathematics and other school
subjects. They should know how to solve problems and reason mathematically.
The third standard involves knowing students as learners of mathematics.
Teachers should know the effects of various factors such as age, ability, interest and
experience on learning mathematics. They should be aware of the current research on
how students learn mathematics. Teachers need to understand the influence of race,
gender, and socioeconomic status on learning mathematics. They have an obligation to
strive for full participation from all students in the learning process.
The fourth standard relates to knowledge of mathematical pedagogy. Teachers
should know how to teach math for understanding. Professional learning opportunities
should provide teachers with the knowledge to evaluate instructional materials and
resources as well as instructional strategies. Teachers should know how to promote
mathematical discourse. They should correctly represent mathematical content and
procedures, and they should have the skills to evaluate student understanding.
The fifth standard states that pre-service and in-service opportunities should
enable a teacher to develop as a teacher of mathematics. Teachers should be able to work
with a diverse group of students with assorted approaches for solving problems. The
teachers should be able to work both in small group and large group settings. This
standard gets to the heart of teaching mathematics:
It is the practice of teaching, the growing sense of self as teacher, and the
continual inquisitiveness about new and better ways to teach and learn that serve
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teachers in their quest to understand and change the practice of teaching. (NCTM,
1991, p. 160)
Finally, the sixth standard addresses the teacher’s role in professional
development. It is the responsibility of the teachers to take advantage of the many
opportunities to reflect on their teaching, read professional journals, discuss new research
findings with colleagues, and participate in efforts to facilitate positive change in
mathematics.
Recognizing the scope of change that implementation of the Georgia Performance
Standards encompasses, the Georgia Department of Education is committed to offering
professional development to as many teachers as possible. The state used a train-thetrainer model for grades K-8 math but decided that a more face-to-face model was needed
for high school. The high school summer workshop included a half-day of training for
administrators. Math I training began in the summer of 2007 with teams of four teachers
each. The three-day summer training was followed by two more days of training during
the school year – one day in October and one day in February. The training manual is
available online along with other resources such as concept maps and sample unit plans
(Mathematics frameworks, 2006). The state department is also working with the Georgia
Virtual School (Cox, 2008b) to provide information to administrators and counselors.
Math II training will begin in the summer of 2008 and will continue in the same manner
as Math I training. The training emphasizes that fundamental to the success of the
implementation is the belief that all students can learn mathematics. Continual formative
and summative assessment is essential for student success. Inquiry-based instruction is
modeled throughout the training.
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Summary
The ultimate responsibility of implementing educational reform lies with the
classroom teachers. Attention to individual concerns will provide needed support to
teachers in their efforts. The Concerns Based Adoption Model has proven to be a reliable
and popular method of studying teacher concerns regarding implementation of
educational innovations and the professional learning experiences that correspond to the
innovation. Research has shown that if in-service professional development is going to
facilitate teachers in bringing about significant change, then the professional development
planners must be proactive in considering the individual needs and concerns of the
teachers.
Much of today’s reform efforts, including those in the State of Georgia, are based
on constructivist philosophy. Since teachers ultimately teach in a manner similar to how
they were taught, professional learning opportunities should model the desired teaching
behavior. Research indicates that teachers need time and resources to be able to construct
understanding of what it means to teach using an innovation.

CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Teachers react to change. They do not initiate it.
(Sarason, 1995, p. 82)
This chapter presents a description of the research method and procedures that
were used to study how one cohort of Georgia teachers prepared to implement a statemandated mathematics curriculum change. This chapter includes the purpose of the
study, population to be studied, research design, instrumentation, data collection
procedures, and data analysis methods.
Purpose Statement and Research Questions
The purpose of this study was to examine the concerns of a group of high school
mathematics teachers in the Northeast Georgia RESA district about implementation of
the Math I Georgia Performance Standards and to explore the relationships among their
Stages of Concerns profiles, demographic factors, and professional learning experiences
provided by institute instructors.
The study was guided by the following research questions.
1. What are the longitudinal Stages of Concern profiles of the workshop
participants?
2. Are there significant changes in the Stages of Concern profiles as workshop
participants experience professional learning activities over time?
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3. Are there relationships among workshop participants’ demographic data
(years of teaching experience, professional development experiences, choice
of textbook) and Stages of Concern profiles?
4. How do the institute instructors’ expectations of workshop participant
concerns and the planned professional learning experiences correspond to the
workshop participants’ Stages of Concern profiles?
Participants
The participants for this study were divided into two categories. One category
consisted of Georgia high school math teachers in the Northeast Georgia Regional
Educational Services Agency (RESA) area. The second category contained the three
institute instructors.
Eighteen high schools from 13 different school districts sent teams of up to four
teachers each to the training (n = 72). The suggested composition of the team from each
school was an algebra teacher, a geometry teacher, a statistics teacher, and a special
education teacher. The special education teachers who attended the training were math
inclusion teachers and/or highly qualified in mathematics as defined by the No Child Left
Behind Legislation (Bush, n.d.). The teachers trained during May of 2007 were the first
cohort of high school mathematics teachers to receive this training. The Georgia
Department of Education will continue to offer this training through the various Regional
Educational Service Agencies with a different cohort from the high schools for the next
four to five years until all veteran teachers have participated.
The specially trained institute instructors consisted of RESA personnel and other
leading mathematics educators in Georgia. According to the Georgia Department of
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Education, the trainers were individuals who have “articulated a clear and strong
understanding of standards-based classrooms and research-based instructional strategies”
and who “share enthusiasm for changes that are occurring in mathematics education in
Georgia” (John Wight, personal communication, January, 2008).
Research Design
This study utilized a mixed-methods design with a greater emphasis given to the
quantitative data. Data from the workshop participants was in the form of survey data,
and data from the instructors came from personal interviews. Quantitative results of the
participants’ surveys were compared with the qualitative analysis of the interviews of the
instructors to determine the role of the instructors as change facilitators and to examine
the presence of factors related to the change process.
When it is not possible to study more than one group or when the researcher
desires to study every member of a group, a within-group time series design is the best
approach (Creswell, 2002). With this design, the researcher administers multiple pretests
and posttests. The researcher chose this design for the study because she wanted to study
the group of teachers attending the Northeast Georgia RESA workshop. The model for
the equivalent time series design of the study is as follows: measure (SoCQ), intervention
(summer workshop), measure (SoCQ), intervention (classroom implementation and
follow-up workshop), measure (SoCQ), intervention (classroom implementation and
follow-up workshop), and measure (SoCQ). According to Hall and Hord (2006), this
“time series set of snapshots” (p. 145) is the best way to document how the change
process is evolving.
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The intended goal for the qualitative component of this study was to increase the
interpretability and meaningfulness of the quantitative study. Morgan (2002) posits that
interview data can provide specific knowledge that benefits formative evaluation during
the development of programs and summative evaluation to assess programs. Because of
their knowledge about the Georgia Performance Standards and their expertise in
conducting professional development workshops, the institute instructors provide an
overall view of the innovation being implemented from a different perspective than that
gathered by the surveys of the workshop participants. The researcher selected this method
of inquiry because combining quantitative research with qualitative methods often results
in a more powerful and meaningful study.
A term often used by qualitative researchers to address issues of reliability and
validity is “trustworthiness.” One method for determining trustworthiness of qualitative
research is the use of triangulation techniques. Originally a navigation term, triangulation
referred to the way two points and the angles at those points could be used to determine
the location of a third point. In research, the term has come to mean combining two or
more data sources to study a single phenomenon (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). In order
to determine both reliability and validity, it is necessary to collect multiple measurements
for comparison. Mixed methods research, with its multiple means of collecting data, is
“almost by definition the very essence of what is needed to assess the validity of
research” (Hunter & Brewer, 2003, p. 581). The institute instructors’ interviews added a
dimension to this research that further served the research purpose of explaining the
change process as it applies to high school math teachers’ Stages of Concerns regarding
implementation of the Georgia Performance Standards. Furthermore, information on
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relationships among demographic factors provided another source of data for
comparison.
The dependent variables in this study were the Stages of Concerns profiles. The
independent variables were years of teaching experience, professional development
experiences (GPS training only or professional learning community and GPS training),
and choice of textbook (reform or traditional). The independent variables were analyzed
to determine which variables, if any, were associated with a raw score that determined a
peak Stage of Concern.
The information in Table 3 correlates the variables included in the study to the
research questions. Related research studies for each variable are cited in the table.
Instrumentation
Three types of instruments were used in this study. The Concerns Based Adoption
Model (CBAM) Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ) (see Appendix A) is a
quantitative survey instrument. A demographic survey (see Appendix B) was utilized to
collect descriptive information about the sample. Qualitative data was collected from the
institute instructors through face-to-face and email interview questions (see Appendix C).
Stages of Concern Questionnaire
The Stages of Concern Questionnaire (see Appendix A) from the Concerns Based
Adoption Model (CBAM) was used to measure teacher concerns. The SoCQ is a 35
question, 8-point Likert scale. A rating of 0 means “irrelevant;” a rating of 1 or 2 means
“not true of me now.” A rating of 3, 4, or 5 means “somewhat true of me now,” and a
rating of 6 or 7 means “very true of me now.”
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Table 3
Selected Variable Analysis
Item

Research

Research
Question
1

Stages of Concerns
Profiles

Conway & Clark (2003)
Donovan, Hartley, & Strudler (2007)
Fenton (2002)
Hall and Hord (2006)
Peers (1990)

Changes in Stages of
Concerns Profiles

Dass (2001)
Crawford, Chamblee & Rowlett (1998)
Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin, & Hall (1987)

2

Years of Teaching
Experience

Conway & Clark (2003)
Charambous, Philippou, & Kyriakides (2004)
Christou, Eliophotou-Menon, & Philippou (2004)

3

Profession Learning
Experiences

Dass (2001)
Peers (1990)
Crawford, Chamblee & Rowlett (1998)
Fenton (2002)
Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon (2001)
Guskey (2000)
Schoen, Cebulla, Finn, & Fi (2003)

3

Choice of Textbook

Harwell, Post, Maeda, Davis, Butler, Andersen, et
al. (2007)
Middleton (1999)
Remillard (1999)
Ross, McDougall, & Hogaboam-Gray (2003)

3

Instructor
Expectations

Christou, Eliophotou-Menon, & Philippou (2004)
Cooney & Shealy (1997)
Crawford, Chamblee & Rowlett (1998)
Garet, Porter, Desimone, Birman, & Yoon (2001)
Goldsmith & Shifter (1997)
Guskey (2000)
Henry & Clements (1999)
Little (2001)
Macnab & Payne (2003)

4
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Each of the seven stages of concern (awareness, information, personal,
management, consequence, collaboration, and refocusing) has five items on the survey
that relate back to that stage (see Appendix D). The raw score at each stage of concern
was found by totaling the scores for each of the five questions related to that stage and
could range from 0 to 35 points. Each administration of the survey took about 15 minutes
to administer and was scored by hand using the Stages of Concern Quick Scoring Device
(George et al., 2006). The SoCQ contained an open-ended question at the end which gave
participants an opportunity to voice any other concerns they had regarding the
innovation.
Research is only as good as the reliability of the instruments used. According to
Creswell (2002), “Reliability means that individual scores from an instrument should be
nearly the same or stable on repeated administrations of the instrument, they should be
free from sources of measurement error, and they should be consistent” (p. 180). If an
instrument is valid, then the researcher can “draw meaningful and justifiable inferences
from scores about a sample or population” (Creswell, 2002, p. 183).
The original CBAM development team put the SoCQ through a rigorous series of
reliability and validity studies. The instrument is continually being examined and revised,
with the latest revisions made in 2005. The team determined the SoCQ to be
“psychometrically rigorous and reliable enough to provide both meaningful research data
and information for planning change strategies” (Hall & Loucks, 1978, p. 44). The
researchers used several different samples with a total of 11 different innovations to test
reliability, internal consistency, and validity. They concluded that “item correlation and
factor analyses indicated that seven factors explained more than 60% of the common
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variance among the 195 items and that the hypothesized scales corresponded to the factor
scales” (George et al., 2006, p. 12).
Demographic Survey
The demographic survey (see Appendix B) contained general questions about
years of teaching experience, sex, ethnicity, Math I teaching assignment for the first year
of GPS implementation, choice of textbook, and other professional learning experiences
related to GPS.
Institute Instructor Interview Questions
The institute instructor interview questions (see Appendix C) were designed to
spark conversation among the institute instructors. Interview participants will usually
participate enthusiastically and without much prompting from the group moderator when
they have a high level of commitment or emotional involvement in the topic being
studied (Morgan, 2002). Ideally, the answers to most of the interview questions would
come up naturally in the conversation without them having to be specifically asked. The
questions were there as guides, however, for the moderator to use in case there was a lull
in the conversation or if the questions were not answered in the general conversation.
There were three sets of interview questions: one interview was held before the 3day summer workshop, one set of questions was asked immediately after the fourth day
of training in October, and the last set of questions was asked after the fifth day of
training in February.
Procedures
Georgia Southern University has specific guidelines for research involving human
subjects. To ensure compliance with the guidelines set forth by the Institutional Review
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Board (IRB), an application was submitted to the IRB and approval was granted before
research began (see Appendix E).
In addition, written permission was obtained from each of the following outside
agencies:
1. Permission to reproduce the SoCQ was obtained from Gene Hall and from
Southwest Educational Development Laboratories (see Appendix F).
2. Permission to reprint several tables and charts from Measuring
Implementation in Schools: The Stages of Concern Questionnaire (George et
al., 2006) was obtained from Southwest Educational Development
Laboratories (see Appendix F).
3. Permission to administer the surveys to workshop participants and to
interview the institute instructors was obtained from Northeast Georgia RESA
(see Appendix G).
4. Informed consent letters were provided to workshop participants and institute
instructors (see Appendix H and Appendix I).
Although written permission to administer the surveys on-site to institute
participants was acquired, permission was reversed after one of the institute instructors
expressed concerns about two of the questions on the SoCQ. By the time the mix-up was
straightened out and permission was reacquired, the original surveys had already been
mailed to the 75 workshop participants scheduled to attend the summer 2007 workshop.
The researcher coded questionnaires with a personal identification number that
allowed tracking of individual surveys to determine changes in concern profiles. A
mathematics specialist at Northeast Georgia RESA kept the master list with names
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corresponding to identification numbers. The researcher did not have access to this list.
Names did not appear on individual surveys.
The respondents returned the first administration of surveys to the researcher in
self-addressed stamped envelopes that were provided by the researcher. There was a
38.67% (n = 29) response rate to the survey. The researcher prepared new surveys for the
non-respondents but was not able to administer them prior to the training. The institute
instructors were busy dealing with a last minute technology glitch and did not have time
to match the numbers to the names. To preserve the anonymity of the study participants,
the researcher chose to work with the responses that she had. The researcher mailed
follow-up surveys to each of the 29 respondents who completed the first round of
surveys. There was a 62.1% (n = 18) response rate to the second administration of the
survey.
The researcher administered the questionnaires on-site at the end of Day 4
training in October of 2007 and at the end of Day 5 training in February. The surveys
were placed into file folders with the participants’ names on the file folders only. The
participants removed the surveys from the file folders, completed the surveys, and
returned them to their institute instructor. The institute instructors gave the completed
surveys to the researcher. This method of administering the surveys was developed to
ensure confidentiality and anonymity.
The updated version of the original 1978 SoCQ manual entitled Measuring
Implementation in the Schools: The Stages of Concern Questionnaire (George et al.,
2006) was used to guide data analysis.
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The researcher interviewed the instructors at three different intervals of the
training: before the workshop, between Day 4 and Day 5 training, and after Day 5
training. She recorded the first interview using a digital audio recorder. The researcher
asked the institute instructors specific questions related to their planned interventions and
their perceptions of the effectiveness of the professional development workshops (see
Appendix C). The audio data was stored on the researcher’s personal computer in her
home office and was destroyed at the completion of this dissertation. The researcher
transcribed the data personally and stored the transcriptions on her personal computer.
Pseudonyms were used to ensure anonymity of the institute instructors. The last two
rounds of interviews were done via email. A final personal interview was held with the
principal instructor (Maddie) at the conclusion of the study.
Data Analysis
Research Question One: What are the longitudinal Stages of Concern profiles of the
workshop participants?
To answer this question, the researcher completed three analyses. The first
analysis consisted of noting the stage of concern that received the highest percentile score
at each stage of data collection. This number identified the intensity of the concerns at
various stages of implementation of the Georgia Performance Standards. The highest
percentile score for each participant was labeled the “peak Stage of Concern” for that
individual participant. The data was represented graphically with the Stages of Concern
on the horizontal axis and the percentage of respondents who had that level as their peak
stage of concern on the vertical axis. If a respondent had two Stages of Concern with the
same relative intensity, then each was counted as a separate piece of data. The same
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process was used for each administration of the survey. The results were graphed on the
same coordinate axis to illustrate the changes in the peak levels of concern over time.
To further represent the longitudinal Stages of Concerns Profiles, the researcher
computed the Stages of Concerns Profile for the group for each administration of the
survey. The raw score totals for each respondent for each stage of concern was averaged
to get a group raw score for each stage. This group raw score average was converted to a
percentile to determine the relative intensity of the score. This data was represented by a
graph with the stage of concern on the horizontal axis and the group relative intensity
(percentile) on the vertical axis.
The SoCQ Quick Scoring Device was used to determine the peak stages of
concern (awareness, information, personal, management, consequence, collaboration,
refocusing). A raw score for each level of concern was computed by adding the scores for
each question related to that level of concern. See Appendix D for a breakdown of the
questionnaire by level of concern. If a question was omitted, then the average of the
marked responses for that category was used. The raw scores were converted to
percentile scores representing the relative intensity of the scores. The Concerns Based
Adoption Model team developed the percentiles based on responses of a carefully
selected stratified random sample for a study done in 1974. The percentiles have since
been validated with other studies about other innovations (George et al., 2006).
Research Question Two: Are there significant changes in the Stages of Concern profiles
as the workshop participants experience professional learning activities over time?
The Stages of Concern Questionnaire is based on an 8-point Likert scale.
Although Likert Scales are technically ordinal in nature, they are often treated as
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interval/ratio data “when the amount of agreement or disagreement is assumed to vary in
equal intervals along the points of measure” (Nardi, 2003, p. 46). The appropriate
statistical test for comparing two distributions of interval data from a repeated measures
research design is the paired t-test (Sprinthall, 2003).
The numbers used for the paired t-test were the individual raw score totals for
each stage of concern for the first and the fourth administration of the SoCQ. There were
16 participants who completed the first questionnaire who were also present for the final
administration. The individual raw score total for each stage of concern for the first
administration was subtracted from the individual raw score total for the corresponding
stage of concern for the fourth administration to determine if a change occurred at the .05
level of significance.
Research Question Three: Are there relationships among workshop participants’
demographic data and Stages of Concern profiles?
This question was answered using the data collected at Day 5 training
(administration 4, n = 56). Each participant at this workshop provided demographic
information regarding gender, age, years of experience, ethnicity, Math I teaching
assignment, area of expertise for purposes of GPS training, preferred textbook for
adoption, and types of professional learning involvement related to GPS. Descriptive
statistics of the participants based on their answers to these questions provided a portrait
of the demographic makeup of the research participants at the Day 5 training.
Furthermore, one-way analysis of variance using some of the demographic data provided
the answer to the third research question. For each test, the independent variable was the
demographic information for the participant (years of teaching experience, choice of
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textbook or professional learning involvement with GPS). Mean raw scores for each
stage of concern were the dependent variables. The participants were grouped by
demographic variable, and the group means were compared for each stage of concern
using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). This analysis was conducted on the final
administration of the Stages of Concerns Questionnaire.
Research Question Four: How do the institute instructors’ expectations of workshop
participant concerns and the planned professional learning experiences correspond to
the workshop participants’ Stages of Concern profiles?
The SoCQ administered to the workshop participants contained one open-ended
question at the end: What other concerns, if any, do you have at this time? Although
many participants opted to leave this question blank, several respondents did take the
time to answer the question. The answers given were analyzed by looking for emerging
themes and “grounded categories of meaning” (Marshall & Rossman, 1999, p. 154). The
data from the institute instructors’ interviews were considered separately and holistically
for themes across all three. Finally, the results of the analysis of the responses from the
workshop participants were compared to the data obtained from interviewing the institute
instructors.
Summary
In this chapter the researcher described the methods and procedures used in
studying the Stages of Concerns profiles of participants in a Math I training workshop
offered through Northeast Georgia RESA. The researcher sought to present individual
and holistic portraits of the participants as they moved through the professional learning
experience. The Concerns Based Adoption Model for implementation of an innovation
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provided the framework for the investigation. In addition, the researcher wanted to
determine if particular Stages of Concern were more characteristic of participants
possessing certain demographic variables (years of teaching experience, choice of
textbook and professional learning experiences) than others. Lastly, the researcher looked
for emerging themes among the workshop participants’ concerns and the planned
professional learning experiences presented by the institute instructors.
The mixed-methods research employed a time series design. Data collection from
the workshop participants and the institute instructors occurred over a 9 month period.
The researcher administered the Stages of Concerns Questionnaire four times. The
demographic data was collected one time only and represented participants who attended
Day 5 of training. The researcher interviewed the institute instructors three different
times.
The method to determine the peak Stage of Concern was explained, and the
procedure for determining the group profiles was given. Analysis for each research
question was described.

CHAPTER 4
DATA PRESENTATION
It is truly what happens at the individual level
that determines the extent of change success.
(Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 258)
The purpose of this study was to examine the longitudinal concerns of a cohort of
high school mathematics teachers in the Northeast Georgia RESA district about
implementation of the Georgia Performance Standards in their classrooms and to explore
relationships among the Stages of Concerns profiles, demographic factors, and
professional learning experiences provided by institute instructors. The Stages of
Concern toward implementation of the Georgia Performance Standards were measured
using the Stages of Concern Questionnaire (George et al., 2006, p. 41).
This chapter describes the findings generated through a quantitative analysis of
the returned surveys and a qualitative analysis of the open-ended responses from the
workshop participants and the interviews of the institute instructors. The major areas
addressed in this chapter include a description of the workshop participants and institute
instructors and an analysis of the research questions.
Description of the Sample
The members of the sample were participants in five days of training for Math I in
the Northeast Georgia Regional Educational Service Agency. At the final administration
of the Stages of Concern Questionnaire, the respondents provided information regarding
age, gender, ethnicity, years of teaching experience, area of mathematics expertise,
textbook adoption, teaching assignment, and other involvement in Georgia Performance
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Standards implementation (see Appendix B). Fifty-six participants completed the
demographic questionnaire (see Appendix B), which was administered at the same time
as the fourth administration of the SoCQ.
Because this group represented the largest sample surveyed, it gave the most
accurate portraiture of the group as a whole. The participants were primarily female (n =
43, 76.79%), white (n = 50, 89.29%), algebra teachers (n = 26, 50.00%), and had ten or
less years of teaching experience (n = 30, 53.57%). Many did not know if they would be
teaching Math I in its first year of implementation (n = 24, 42.86%), but almost as many
were sure they would be teaching Math I (n = 23, 41.07%). Many remained uncommitted
to a particular textbook (n = 11, 19.64%). From those who expressed a textbook choice,
more respondents chose a reform-based textbook such as Carnegie Learning, Core-Plus,
Math Connections, or SIMMS (n = 34, 60.71%) than those who chose a traditional
textbook such as McDougall-Littell. The majority of participants were present for all five
days of training (n = 49, 87.5%), although less than one-third of them mailed back the
first survey (n = 16, 28.57%). Slightly more than 50% of the participants were also
involved in other professional learning communities such as the Math I learning
community established by Northeast Georgia RESA and PRISM (Partnership for Reform
in Science and Mathematics) and/or departmental learning communities in their local
schools (n = 29, 51.79%). The demographic information is summarized in Table 4 and
was used to answer the third research question.
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Table 4
Description of Participants – Administration 4 and Research Question 3
n

%

15
18
19
4

26.79
32.14
33.93
7.14

15
15
13
13

26.79
26.79
23.21
23.21

43
13

76.79
23.21

4
2
50

7.14
3.57
89.29

23
9
24

41.07
16.07
42.86

33
12
11

58.92
21.43
19.64

29
27

51.78
48.21

Age
21-30
31-40
41-50
51+
Years of Teaching Experience
1-5
6-10
11-20
21+
Gender
Female
Male
Ethnicity
African American
Latino
White
Math I Teaching Assignment
Yes
No
Unsure
Textbook Choice
Reform-based
Traditional
Unsure
Professional Learning Experiences
RESA or local PLC
Math I Training Only

Although the percentages for the demographics of the participants whose results
were analyzed for the second research question were different, the group still closely
resembled that of the larger sample. The participants were still primarily female (n = 11,
69%), white (n = 15, 94%), algebra teachers (n = 9, 56%), with 1-5 years of experience
(n = 7, 44%). The demographic information for the second research question is
summarized in Table 5.
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Table 5
Description of Participants – Research Question 2
n

%

8
1
4
3

50.00
6.25
25.00
18.75

7
4
4
1

43.75
25.00
25.00
6.25

11
5

68.75
31.25

1
0
15

6.25
0.00
93.75

6
3
7

37.50
18.75
43.75

9
4
3

56.25
25.00
18.75

8
8

50.00
50.00

Age
21-30
31-40
41-50
51+
Years of Teaching Experience
1-5
6-10
11-20
21+
Gender
Female
Male
Ethnicity
African American
Latino
White
Math I Teaching Assignment
Yes
No
Unsure
Textbook Choice
Reform-based
Traditional
Unsure
Professional Learning Experiences
RESA or local PLC
Math I Training Only
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Description of the Institute Instructors
Maddie
Maddie is a mathematics support specialist for one of the state Regional
Educational Service Agencies (RESA). She was a high school mathematics teacher for 26
years before working for RESA. It was common for Maddie’s algebra and geometry
classes to have a 50% failure rate before she made a concentrated effort to change her
teaching practice. She focused on more student-centered activities and planned questions
and assessments that required higher-order thinking skills. As a result of these changes in
her teaching strategies, she saw many students succeed in math class for the first time.
Maddie was a member of the High School Advisory Committee charged with advising
and guiding the implementation of the K-12 Georgia Performance Standards (GPS)
curriculum.
George
George is a high school mathematics teacher. He piloted a Math I class with a
group of freshmen using the SIMMS textbook during the 2007-2008 school year. George
has taught mathematics at the college level, including a problem-based college algebra
course called “Earth Algebra.” George is a 25 year veteran of the classroom and prides
himself on being willing to try new things with his students. Prior to his current teaching
assignment, George served as an assistant principal of instruction and as a principal of an
alternative school.
Lorraine
Lorraine is a high school mathematics teacher on loan to the state department of
education to assist in the implementation of the GPS in high school mathematics. Like
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Maddie and George, she has more than 25 years of classroom experience. Lorraine was a
member of the secondary writing team charged with writing the first draft of the GPS
secondary mathematics curriculum and a member of the High School Advisory
Committee. Lorraine was initially reluctant to participate in this study. She expressed
concerns about the Stages of Concern Questionnaire and even asked if some of the
questions could be re-worded. As a result of Lorraine’s concerns, the first two rounds of
surveys were mailed to participants instead of administered on site as originally planned.
In spite of the issues Lorraine had with the study, she was friendly and cooperative during
the interview process.
Analysis of Research Questions
Participants were asked to complete the Stages of Concerns Questionnaire
(SoCQ) (see Appendix A). The SoCQ consisted of 35 statements expressing a level of
concern about an innovation, the implementation of the Georgia Performance Standards
in high school mathematics. Respondents marked an 8-point Likert-type scale indicating
the degree to which each concern was true. High numbers indicate high intensity
concerns; low numbers indicate low intensity concerns while zero indicates an extremely
low concern. Respondents were asked to leave an item blank if they did not feel that it
applied to them. Scores had a possible range of 0-35 for each of the seven Stages of
Concern. Items that were left blank were given a score equivalent to the average of the
other responses in that Stage of Concern as described in Measuring Implementation in
Schools: The Stages of Concern Questionnaire (George et al., 2006).
A raw score for each stage was calculated by adding the individual’s response to
the five items that address each stage (see Appendix D). The raw scores were converted
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into percentile scores representing the relative intensity of the scores. The highest relative
intensity score was identified as the respondent’s peak Stage of Concern. For respondents
who had a tie for the peak stage, both stages were tallied.
Research Question One
What are the longitudinal Stages of Concern profiles of the workshop participants?
George, Hall and Stiegelbauer (2006) recommend two ways to display group data.
One way is to tally individual scores to determine the number of individuals with peak
scores at each stage. For this analysis, the frequencies were converted to percentages
since the number of respondents was different for each administration of the survey (see
Figure 1).

45%

Administration 1

Administration 2

Administration 3

Administration 4

Percentage of Respondents

40%

35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
Awareness

Information

Personal

Management

Consequence

Stage of Concern

Figure 1
Peak Stages of Concern for Individual Respondents

Collaboration

Refocusing
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Table 6
Peak Stages of Concern for Individual Respondents
Peak Stage of
Concern

Administration
1
n
%

Administration
2
n
%

Administration
3
n
%

Administration
4
n
%

Awareness

6

20.69

6

33.33

16

30.77

22

39.29

Information

10

34.48

6

33.33

6

11.54

8

14.29

Personal

3

10.34

1

5.56

7

13.46

3

5.36

Management

2

6.90

2

11.11

15

28.85

11

19.64

Consequence

2

6.90

1

5.56

1

1.92

1

1.80

Collaboration

6

20.69

2

11.11

7

13.46

9

16.07

Refocusing

0

0.00

0

0.00

0

0.00

2

3.57

Totals

29

100.00

18

100.00

52

100.00

56

100.00

The highest peak Stage of Concern for the first administration of the questionnaire
(n = 29) was the Information Stage (Stage 1) with 34.48% of the respondents having this
stage as their peak stage. The Information Stage and the Awareness Stage (Stages 1 and
0) tied for the stage with the most scores for the second administration (n = 18) with
33.33% each. For the third (n = 52) and fourth (n = 56) administrations of the
questionnaire, the greatest percentage of respondents was in the Awareness Stage (Stage
0) with 30.77% and 39.29% respectively. With the exception of the first administration
which revealed concerns about information (Stage 1), each administration revealed
second and third peak areas in management (Stage 3) and collaboration (Stage 5). A high
Stage 0 score indicates a person who is a non-user or who is not concerned about the
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innovation. High Stage 3 scores indicate concerns about logistics, time, and management.
High Stage 5 scores coupled with high scores in other areas indicate concerns about a
collaborative effort in relation to the other stages with high scores. Lowest areas of
concern across all four administrations of the questionnaire were consistently in the
Personal Stage (Stage 2) and the Consequence Stage (Stage 4). Table 6 more clearly
illustrates the different values for n for each administration of the SoCQ.
A second way to describe group data is to develop a group profile based on the
average raw scores of the individual respondents (See Figure 2). The recommended
procedure for compiling a group profile is “to average raw scores for each Stage of
Concern and refer those averages to the percentile score table” (George et al., 2006, p.
34).
The group profile for the pre-institute questionnaire indicated a peak score in the
Information Stage (Stage 1) with a secondary peak in the Collaboration Stage (Stage 5).
This profile suggests a group of participants who are eager to learn more information
about implementation of the Georgia Performance Standards and are interested in
collaborating with their peers to gather information concerning how others plan to handle
implementation.
The group profile for the second administration of the questionnaire, administered
after participants had completed three consecutive days of Math I training, remained
practically identical to the original group profile. The peak Stage of Concern for the
group remained Stage 1 (information) with a secondary peak at Stage 5 (collaboration).
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Figure 2
Group Profiles for Respondents

The third administration of the Stages of Concern Questionnaire was given to
participants at the end of Day 4 Math I Training. Between the second and third
administrations of the survey, participants were expected to implement standards-based
strategies learned during the 3-day institute. Although concerns for Stages 0, 1, and 2
remained high, the peak Stage of Concern for the group for this administration was Stage
3 (Management). A high score in Stage 3 indicates concerns about the logistics of
implementation. Once again there was a secondary peak at Stage 5 (collaboration)
indicating desires to know what peers are doing to implement this innovation.
The fourth and final administration of the SoCQ was administered at the end of
Day 5 training in February. Between Day 4 Training and Day 5 Training, it was expected
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that participants continue to implement standards-based strategies in the classrooms.
Many were also involved in textbook adoption for Math I. Awareness (Stage 0) was the
peak Stage of Concern at 87% relative intensity. Management (Stage 3) was a close
second at 83% relative intensity. The high awareness score indicated that many
participants still fit the profile of a non-user while the secondary peak score indicated
high management concerns. The slight “tailing up” (George et al., 2006) at Stage 6 in
non-users indicated a resistance to the innovation. In an individual profile, the tailing-up
means that the respondent has ideas that he or she perceives as being better than the
current innovation. This rise in concern at Stage 6 indicated that there were enough
individuals with resistance to the innovation to affect the group profile.
Research Question Two
Are there significant changes in the Stages of Concern profiles as the workshop
participants experience professional learning activities over time?
Sixteen of the respondents completed both the pre-institute SoCQ and the postinstitute SoCQ. A paired t-test was performed to determine if the raw scores for each
Stage of Concern changed over the course of the professional development for
implementation of Math I GPS (see Table 7). For the information stage of concern (Stage
1), the mean difference (MA-B = -4.8750, SD = 8.500, N = 16) was significantly different
from zero, t (15) = -2.294, two-tail p = .037, providing evidence that the information
concerns were reduced from the beginning of the professional development in May (preinstitute) to the end of the training the following February (post-institute). The
differences in mean raw scores for the other six Stages of Concern were not significantly
different from zero. There were slight increases in mean scores for Awareness (Stage 0),
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Management (Stage 3), and Consequence (Stage 4). There were slight decreases in mean
scores for Personal (Stage 2) and Collaboration (Stage 5). There was no change in the
mean score for Refocusing (Stage 6).

Table 7
Paired t-test for Differences in Raw Score Totals
Stage of
Concern

df

Mean

Std.
Deviation

t

p

Awareness

15

.563

7.339

.307

.763

Information

15

-4.875

8.500

-2.294

.037

Personal

15

-3.313

7.846

-1.689

.112

Management

15

2.125

10.639

.799

.437

Consequence

15

1.438

9.598

.599

.558

Collaboration

15

-1.688

8.048

-.839

.415

Refocusing

15

.000

9.136

.000

1.000

Research Question Three
Are there relationships among workshop participants’ demographic data (years of
teaching experience, professional learning experiences, choice of textbook) and Stages of
Concern profiles?
The demographic data was compared to the SoCQ data from the fourth and final
administration. There were 53 Stages of Concerns Questionnaires that corresponded to
the 56 demographic surveys. One participant failed to complete the back side of the
SoCQ, and two chose to complete the demographic survey only. An analysis of variance
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was used to compare the means of concern stages with three factors identified in past
research as correlating significantly: years of experience (Charambous et al., 2004;
Christou et al., 2004; Conway & Clark, 2003); choice of textbook (Harwell et al., 2007;
Middleton, 1999; Middleton & Spanias, 1999; Remillard, 1999; Ross et al., 2003); and
professional learning experiences (Crawford et al., 1998; Dass, 2001; Fenton, 2002;
Peers, 1990).
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Figure 3
Group Profiles for Participants According to Teaching Experience
Years of Experience
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine whether there
was a statistically significant difference between the mean raw scores of each Stage of
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Concern and years of teaching experience. The ANOVA table for this analysis is shown
in Appendix J. The analysis revealed no significant differences between the groups.
The group profile for each category of years of experience is presented in Figure
3. Teachers with 1-5 years of experience and those with 11-20 years of experience scored
highest on awareness while those with 6-10 years of experience and those with 21 or
more years of experience scored highest on management. Those who scored highest on
awareness had management as their second highest stage of concern. The teachers who
scored highest on management had awareness as their second highest stage of concern.
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Figure 4
Group Profile of Participants According to Textbook Preference
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Choice of Textbook
There were 33 participants who chose a textbook classified as “reform” or
“standards-based.” The textbooks included in this category included Core-Plus, Carnegie
Learning, Math Connections, and SIMMS. Twelve participants chose a traditional skillsbased textbook. In the case of the Georgia Math I adoption, McDougall-Littell offered the
only skills-based textbook. Eleven participants remained undecided about their first
choice for a textbook. Three of those who remained undecided did not complete the
SoCQ.
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine whether there
was a statistically significant difference between the mean raw scores of each Stage of
Concern and the type of textbook chosen to use with Math I. The ANOVA table for this
analysis is shown in Appendix K. The analysis revealed a significant difference (p =
.033) between the choice of textbook and the mean raw score at the information stage.
There were no significant differences between the categories of textbook choice and the
other stages.
The group profile for each category is presented in Figure 4. Teachers who chose
a reform textbook and teachers who had not yet made a textbook decision scored highest
on management concerns. Teachers who chose a traditional textbook scored highest on
awareness. The group profiles for teachers who chose a traditional textbook and teachers
who had not yet made a decision showed a slight “tailing up” on the refocusing stage.
This indicates resistance to GPS implementation. The group profile of the traditional
group most closely resembled that of a non-user with a continuous decline in concern
until the slight rise at the refocusing stage.
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Professional Learning Experiences
There were 27 participants whose sole professional learning experience related to
Math I implementation was the five days of training provided by Northeast Georgia
RESA. Three of those did not complete the SoCQ. There were 29 participants who were
also involved in other professional learning communities (PLC). Several were involved in
the PLC started by Northeast Georgia RESA. Many others were involved in a local PLC
at their schools.
Other Professional Learning Opportunities
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Figure 5
Group Profiles for Participants According to Professional Learning Experiences

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine whether there
was a statistically significant difference between the mean raw scores of each Stage of
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Concern and professional learning experiences with Math I. The ANOVA table for this
analysis is shown in Appendix L. The analysis revealed a significant difference between
the two groups at the collaboration stage. There were no significant differences between
the types of professional learning experiences and the other stages.
The group profile for each category is presented in Figure 5. Teachers who
participated in other profession learning opportunities in addition to Math I training
scored highest on Awareness, but they also had high management and collaboration
concerns. Teachers who were only involved in Math I training scored highest on
Management. Their Awareness, Information, and Personal concerns were almost as high
as their Management concerns. In addition, this group’s profile showed a slight “tailing
up” at the end indicative of resistance to the innovation.
Research Question Four
How do the institute instructors’ expectations of workshop participant concerns and the
planned professional learning experiences correspond to the workshop participants’
Stages of Concern profiles?
The Stages of Concern Questionnaire administered to workshop participants
contained one open-ended question: What other concerns, if any, do you have at this
time? Many participants opted to leave this question unanswered, but four themes
emerged from the answers of those who chose to respond.
The first theme that emerged was a desire for more information. What materials
will be available? Will there be a textbook that meets the needs of the teachers? Where
can we find resources for activities? What does a unit look like from start to finish? For
example, one participant wrote “materials, materials, materials” on his response to the
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open-ended question on the first survey. His concern was still present on the second
survey as he wrote “textbook, textbook, textbook.” On the surface these concerns seemed
to be related to Stage 1 (information). On closer examination, some appeared to be more
closely related to Stage 5 (collaboration). For example, one participant wrote the
following: “I am hoping to get resources to help teach – great questions and activities to
use. Obviously we, individually, don’t have the time create everything [emphasis in
original].” Another wrote, “Lesson plans take a long time to make. I hope there’s a pool
to draw from.”
The second theme recurrent through many responses dealt with the issue of
management. The issue of too much to do with too little time to do it was repeated often.
There were concerns that the state would not be able to meet fundamental needs such as
supplying money for technology and getting the frameworks finished in time for lesson
planning. Other management issues mentioned included physical space for collaborative
learning and obtaining support from the administration and community. One participant
wrote, “I do not feel that the training has prepared me to teach the class. I needed to do
more unit planning and preparation of assessments.” Another respondent expressed her
concerns by saying, “I don’t see how giving low level student some colored pencils and
other office supplies is supposed to make them do math (vs. play around).”
A third theme expressed by many respondents was concern regarding readiness of
students. Time and time again, the question was asked, “What about our lower-level
students?” A frequently expressed sentiment was that lower-level student would not be
successful in Math I. One teacher wrote, “Since we have so many students struggling to
get through Algebra One, I am concerned about the apparent increase in difficulty and the
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effect it will have on students’ attitudes and math phobias as well as their prospects of
graduation.” Another concern related to student achievement had to do with students who
transfer from another state. These concerns relate directly to Stage 4 (Consequence). One
teacher summed up her consequence concerns by saying, “Will this innovation really
raise student achievement?”
The final recurring theme was skepticism about change in education in general.
The fact that other states have tried similar approaches only to go back to a more
traditional approach was mentioned by several respondents. One teacher complained that
we are always “trying to reinvent the wheel” in education instead of refining and
improving what we already have. Another respondent grumbled, “I don’t like the
innovation! I have absolutely no idea how I’m going to do cooperative learning lesson
plans when I’ve never done them before. I’m considering moving to another state to just
not deal with it. It sounds awful!”
Institute Instructor’s Responses – Pre-Institute Interview
The specific questions asked at each stage of the interview process can be found
in Appendix C. The institute instructors viewed their role in the development of the
Georgia Performance Standards as one of facilitators. They described three opportunities
for training to be institute instructors. There were two opportunities through a
collaborative between RESA and PRISM (a federally funded reform initiative) and one
through the State of Georgia at Georgia Public Broadcasting (GPB). The instructors were
excited about the video-taping done at GPB that would be available on the Georgia Math
Frameworks website at a later date.
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When asked to describe the outcome they expected from the 3-day training
institute, the instructors mentioned several ideas related to Stage 1 (Information). They
wanted to explain to teachers the changes that were coming in the math classroom and
what these changes would mean for the teachers and the students. Maddie indicated that
she wanted the teachers to leave knowing what a standards-based classroom should look
like and willing to make some changes in their current teaching practices. She said, “We
want them to have some level of maneuverability about standards-based classrooms –
what they look like, what they entail, and even begin to make some changes in their
teaching practices before Math I is implemented. We want them to try some questioning
techniques, some rearranging in groups, some tasks and multiple representations.”
Lorraine added, “We would also like for them to be able to take, if not these tasks, some
other exemplary kinds of tasks that they could put into a QCC course this coming year
and try it to see what it looks like.” George referred to the training as a “launch pad” for
teachers to begin making changes.
The institute instructors predicted concerns from the participants regarding
making the mathematics accessible to all students regardless of ability level. They
anticipated there would be concerns about how to support the lower-level students,
especially from the special education teachers in the group. Lorraine mentioned concerns
about assessment and grading. Maddie mentioned that teachers might fear this was too
much change all at once and that they would be expected to change their entire teaching
practice overnight. George echoed her sentiments: “They are afraid they have to do all
the changes at the same time. They have to suddenly metamorphose into a whole
different kind of teacher instead of slowly changing.” The instructors planned to address
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and validate concerns by listening, being generally positive, and giving the participants
many examples of teachers who had been successful with this approach to teaching.
Although these concerns could be categorized as Stage 4 (Consequence), they seem to be
more closely related to Stage 3 (Management). The instructors think the teachers are
worried about how GPS will impact their students, but they are more worried about how
they are going to manage the instruction to make their students successful.
The institute instructors expressed expectations that the workshop participants
would go back to their schools and be a catalyst for planning for implementation. Maddie
hoped they would be able to relieve some of the anxiety of the teachers who were not
able to attend the training. Lorraine stated that she wanted the participants to be a positive
voice for change and a resource for others who have questions. George said he would be
happy if they just went back to school and tried some of the new things they learned.
Institute Instructor’s Responses – Mid-Institute Interview
The second round of interview questions was presented to the institute instructors
immediately after the day 4 training in October. All felt that the training was going well
thus far. They were surprised at the resistance of many of the workshop participants to
the GPS implementation. George described one group in his room as “openly fighting”
and being “in denial.” Maddie’s group was particularly resistant to solving problems
using multiple representations. She said, “Even when various methods of using multiple
representations were modeled for them, this was still quite the challenge. Many of the
participants wanted to approach every situation algebraically and only algebraically.”
Lorraine’s group, on the other hand, embraced multiple representations and had a good
time coming up with different ways to solve the same problem.
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None of the instructors were surprised at the results of the first two
administrations of the Stages of Concerns Questionnaire. Maddie expressed the theory
that belief will only come after practice and that this may take up to four years. She
stated:
I think the dual shift to Georgia Performance Standards for an entirely reshuffled
curriculum for high school as well as to performance-based, student-focused
instructional models implemented simultaneously is quite overwhelming to the
majority of high school mathematics teachers. This is clearly an example of a
three-alarm fire raging through the halls of all we have practiced traditionally in
secondary mathematics education with little if any confidence in the new
construction now known as the GPS.
There were some changes made to the Day 4 training based on the state
professional evaluation forms completed at the end of the 3-day summer workshop. One
of the major focuses of Day 4 training was to provide video-taped examples of best
teaching practices versus practices that were not as effective. The instructors often used
the phrase “standards-based classroom” to describe a constructivist classroom where
students discovered the mathematical concepts as contrasted with a classroom where
students were told the mathematical concepts through direct instruction from the teacher.
For example, the teacher in the student-centered classroom walked around with her hands
behind her back and led students to answers by artful questioning. The teacher modeled a
teacher-centered classroom by taking a pencil from a child’s hand and working the
problem for him on his paper.
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The institute instructors stated that this aspect of the Day 4 training was very well
received by the workshop participants. Two quotes from the instructors that illustrate
their happiness with Day 4 follow:
I think the training went well in that it served as a survey of what Mathematics I is
all about as well as a glimpse into how these tasks can be best facilitated. I do not
think that there will be massive buy-in in this new process until teachers have
actually lived the results with students.
The plans for Day 4 training focused on the characteristics of the standards-based
classroom for mathematics in high school. The videos used highlight the
differences in performance-based, student-focused instruction versus students
working in groups with the teacher remaining the major focus were wonderfully
produced and pointed out those differences so that every participant could clearly
see the difference. This part went exceptionally well.
The videos were designed to address possible classroom management (Stage 3) concerns.
George noted less “open hostility” during Day 4. George also predicted that teachers still
had concerns about “what does a typical day look like?”
Concerns that instructors anticipate teachers would still have at this point in the
Math I training included assessment, unit writing, and using the frameworks (all Stage 3
concerns). They predicted that teachers would want to know what is representative of a
typical day in the classroom and what a unit should look like from start to finish. The
instructors anticipated that the Day 5 training focusing on assessment should alleviate
some of these concerns.
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Institute Instructor’s Responses – Post-Institute Interview
The final interview questions were asked approximately one week after the
completion of the Day 5 training in February. Neither Lorraine nor Maddie were present
at the Day 5 training. As a result, Lorraine did not complete the last survey. Since Maddie
had been instrumental in the professional learning experiences of the teachers in the
Northeast Georgia RESA district, she participated in the interview by email. Maddie and
George indicated that many teachers were becoming more comfortable with the
upcoming changes in mathematics in Georgia. One particular workshop participant, who
is one of Maddie’s former colleagues, is a particularly vocal opponent to GPS. When the
process began back in May, this teacher’s vocal complaints would encourage other
teachers to join in the criticism. By February, others would chime in with examples of
how they had solved a problem when this teacher would complain.
The instructors were asked to describe how their perception of where teachers
were in the process compared to their original expectations of where they would be.
George stated that he felt most teachers have accepted the change and will do their best to
make it work. Maddie disagreed. She said she believes teachers are still quite concerned
about how this implementation will “play out” in the fall. Her hopes that teachers would
be prepared and confident when they began implementation were probably optimistic, but
she is pleased with the planning and collaboration that has taken place thus far.
The researcher shared the results of her study with Maddie and George. Maddie
was pleased with the correlation between collaboration concerns and participation in
professional learning communities. Both of them thought the results reflected their
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perceptions of the groups they worked with and with the results they saw on the state
professional evaluation forms. George stated:
The results seem to mirror my observations of the groups I worked with. The
management of the curriculum and its ripples is the number one concern that was
continuously expressed. The “I have a better idea” trend may be a result of the
“there is no way my students can do this” line that also keeps coming through.
[Emphasis in original].
When asked to describe their plans for the next stage of GPS professional
development, the instructors plan to stay involved. They will participate in the upcoming
Math II training, and Maddie will continue her monthly meetings with the High School
Professional Learning Community. George is going to be a “transition coordinator” at his
school, collaborating with the middle school to work on content and instructional issues
as students enter ninth grade. Comparing the future plans of the institute instructors to the
Stages of Concern model, it appears they plan to actively work toward addressing Stage 5
(Collaboration) concerns.
Summary
This chapter presented quantitative and descriptive analyses of data from the
Stages of Concern Questionnaire administered to participants in Math I training in the
Northeast Georgia RESA district. Qualitative data were collected from the workshop
participants and the institute instructors.
Group and sub-group profiles were presented to illustrate peak stages of concern.
The peak stages of concern for the whole group were information for Administration 1
and Administration 2, management for Administration 3, and Awareness for
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Administration 4. There was a significant decrease in information concerns from the first
to the final administration of the questionnaire.
Statistical analysis was performed using the demographic variables of years of
teaching experience, choice of textbook and professional learning experiences. Based on
ANOVA data results, there were no significant differences between workshop
participants’ mean raw scores when the participants were divided into sub-groups based
on years of teaching experience. There was a significant difference at the information
stage when the groups were categorized by choice of textbook. Participants who chose a
traditional textbook had significantly higher information concerns than either of the other
two sub-groups (reform textbook and undecided). When the participants whose only
experience with GPS was Math I training were compared with the group who had other
professional learning experiences related to GPS, those with more experiences had a
significantly higher collaboration concern.
Qualitative analyses revealed four themes of concern for workshop participants:
information about instructional materials, management and time for planning, readiness
and ability of students, and skepticism about the nature of educational change. Institute
instructors were aware of the concerns of the workshop participants and hopeful that
belief would follow practice in a few years time.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
But if you can’t force commitment, what can you do? You can do the
same things that a teacher can do to foster genuine learning with students.
You can nudge a little here, inspire a little there, provide a role model.
(Senge et al., 2000, p. 273)
This chapter presents the conclusions of the study through an analysis of the
findings. The major areas addressed in the chapter include a summary of procedures and
research questions, a discussion of the research findings, thoughts and observations of the
researcher as a participant observer, conclusions based upon the research findings,
implications and recommendations for practice, and recommendations for further
research.
Summary of Procedures and Research Questions
This study investigated the Stages of Concerns of high school mathematics
teachers about the implementation of the Georgia Performance Standards (GPS). The
theoretical framework for the study was change theory. The sample for the study
consisted of a cohort of mathematics teachers involved in Math I training in the Northeast
Georgia RESA district and the institute instructors for the training.
The study was conducted in several phases. The researcher began with a review of
literature on educational change in general and standards-based mathematics instruction
in particular. This phase of the research also involved reviewing literature on professional
development and its impact on teacher change.
The literature base for educational change suggests that the ultimate responsibility
of implementing educational reform lies with the classroom teacher. Teachers’ beliefs
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about teaching and learning can be an obstacle to implementation. Change is a process,
not an event. It takes time, sometimes years for change to be successful. Teachers’
concerns change as they move through implementation of an innovation in a somewhat
predictable fashion. Professional development, adoption of instructional materials, and
classroom implementation all play significant roles in bringing about teacher change.
The literature base for mathematics education suggests a definite shift in recent
years from a behaviorist philosophy to a constructivist philosophy. The Principals and
Standards for School Mathematics (NCTM, 2000) provide a vision for reform that has
influenced curriculum writing across the nation, including the Georgia curriculum
revisions known as the Georgia Performance Standards.
The literature base for professional development suggests that important
educational change seldom takes place in the absence of professional development. In
order for professional development to bring about change, it must be well-designed and
thoroughly conceived. It must be long-term, not a one-time event. There are levels of
professional development including participants’ reactions, participants’ learning,
organizational support and change, participants’ use of new knowledge and skills, and
student learning outcomes. Professional learning activities focusing on specific content
knowledge result in higher student achievement than do professional learning activities
focusing on pedagogical issues. Four principles that should be present for successful
professional development to occur are focus on content knowledge, opportunities for
active learning, consistency with other learning activities, and sustained follow-up.
The second phase of the study involved choosing a design for the research to
measure concerns of mathematics teachers about implementation of GPS. The Concerns-
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Based Adoption Model (George et al., 2006; Hall & Hord, 1987, 2006; Hall & Loucks,
1978) emerged as a well-respected, well-tested diagnostic tool for measuring concerns
about an innovation, not only in the field of education but in other disciplines as well.
The study focused on the Stages of Concern component of the Concerns-Based Adoption
Model. Upon further reflection, the researcher decided to add a qualitative component to
the study in order to understand the change process more thoroughly from the perspective
of both the institute instructors and the workshop participants.
The third phase of the study involved data collection. Workshop participants were
asked to complete the Stages of Concern Questionnaire (SoCQ). The SoCQ was
administered four times during the 9 months teachers were involved in Math I training in
an attempt to provide a “time series set of snapshots” (Hall & Hord, 2006, p. 145) to
document how the change process evolved. Institute instructors were interviewed at the
beginning, middle and end of the Math I training.
The fourth phase of the study involved the statistical analysis of data gathered
from the questionnaires completed by the workshop participants and from the interviews
of the institute instructors. The first research question examined the Stages of Concern
profiles of the workshop participants to determine group profiles. The second research
question analyzed the individual Stages of Concerns profiles to determine changes over
time. The third research question looked for relationships among Stages of Concern mean
scores and the demographic variables of years of teaching experience, choice of textbook
and professional learning experiences. The fourth and final research question compared
institute instructors’ expectations of participant concerns with the concerns of the
workshop participants.
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The specific research questions are as follows:
1. What are the longitudinal Stages of Concern profiles of the workshop
participants?
2. Are there significant changes in the Stages of Concern profiles as workshop
participants experience professional learning activities over time?
3. Are there relationships among workshop participants’ demographic data (years of
teaching experience, professional development experiences, choice of textbook)
and Stages of Concern profiles?
4. How do the institute instructors’ expectations of workshop participant concerns
and the planned professional learning experiences correspond to the workshop
participants’ Stages of Concern profiles?
Discussion of Research Findings
According to the Concerns-Based Adoption Model there are seven stages of
concern that users, or potential users, of an innovation may have during the adoption
process (Hall & Hord, 2006). The seven stages of concern are awareness, information,
personal, management, consequence, collaboration, and refocusing. The innovation this
study addresses is implementation of the Georgia Performance Standards in high school
mathematics.
Research Question One
What are the longitudinal Stages of Concern profiles of the workshop participants?
In general, people move through the stages of concern in a linear fashion,
although it is not uncommon for them to cycle back, especially if intense management
concerns go unresolved (Hord et al., 1987). The results of this study appear to fit the
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basic model. The peak stage of concern for the first two administrations of the SoCQ was
information while the peak stage for the third administration was management. The peak
stage of concern for the fourth administration was awareness. The workshop participants
were all involved in textbook selection between the third and fourth administrations of
the questionnaire. The lack of a textbook that correlated satisfactorily to the units
presented on the state frameworks website (Cox, 2008a) and the anxiety this produced
could account for the concerns of the participants to cycle back to Stage 0 (Awareness). It
is not unusual for this to happen. A reformed primary mathematics curriculum was
introduced in Cyprus, Greece in 1998. Five years into the implementation, most teachers
concerns were still at Stage 0 (Awareness) or Stage 1 (Information) (Charambous et al.,
2004).
Research Question Two
Are there significant changes in the Stages of Concern profiles as the workshop
participants experience professional learning activities over time?
The significant decrease in information concerns from Administration 1 to
Administration 4 is consistent with the research (Crawford et al., 1998; Fenton, 2002), as
were the heightened management concerns at Administration 3 after teachers had a
chance to implement strategies learned at the 3-day institute in their classrooms (Dass,
2001). Crawford, Chamblee, and Rowlett, who researched implementation of an
“Algebra for Everyone” initiative in North Carolina, also found a significant decrease in
awareness concerns and a significant increase in refocusing concerns in teachers after a
year of in-service training. Fenton, who studied standards-based curriculum
implementation in Alaska, found decreases in awareness and information concerns and
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increases in personal and management concerns. Dass reported similar findings from his
qualitative analysis of implementation of instructional innovations in K-8 science
classrooms.
Research Question Three: Are there relationships among workshop participants’
demographic data and Stages of Concern profiles?
Lack of correlation between years of teaching experience and stages of concern
differs from previous research (Christou et al., 2004). Given the drastic change in the
mathematics curriculum in Georgia, it would not be unreasonable to classify experienced
teachers as “non-users” of the innovation. With this assumption in mind, the findings of
this study are not surprising.
Workshop participants who chose a traditional textbook had a group Stages of
Concern profile that more closely resembled that of a typical non-user. The information
concerns of this group were significantly higher than those of the other two groups
(reform textbook and undecided) at the conclusion of the Math I training. It is consistent
with previous research (Middleton, 1999; Remillard, 1999) that teachers unwilling to
change will choose the textbook that more closely resembles the old (and familiar)
curriculum.
Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM) research (George et al., 2006)
indicates that “interventions and conditions associated with the implementation effort are
more critical variables than the user’s age, sex, teaching experience, and so forth” (p. 52).
Northeast Georgia RESA, in an attempt to serve the teachers in its RESA district better,
instigated a high school mathematics learning community that meets monthly to discuss
issues and concerns of the teachers. Many school systems across the state, including
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school systems within the Northeast Georgia RESA district, have also established whole
school learning communities for their math teachers. To determine if these efforts
affected mean scores for the various stages of concern, the researcher divided the
responses into two sub-groups for comparison. One group indicated that their only
professional learning experience with GPS was the Math I training. The other group
indicated participation in the RESA learning community, a local school learning
community, or both. The sub-group that participated in other professional learning
experiences scored significantly higher on collaboration concerns (Stage 5) than the
group who had participated in Math I training only. These findings are consistent with
other research (Crawford et al., 1998).
Research Question Four
How do the institute instructors’ expectations of workshop participant concerns and the
planned professional learning experiences correspond to the workshop participants’
Stages of Concern profiles?
Four areas of concern emerged from analysis of the open-ended question on the
SoCQ: information regarding textbooks and other materials, time management and unit
planning, readiness and ability of students, and skepticism about the nature of educational
change. Dass (2001) reported similar concerns regarding time management and readiness
of students. Dass also reported concerns related to classroom management of student
behavior, a concern not explicitly expressed by teachers in this study. Interviews with the
institute instructors revealed that they had a fairly good picture of how the teachers
participating in the training were feeling and what their concerns were. They anticipated
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there would be concerns about how to support the lower-level students and concerns
about finding the “perfect” textbook.
The institute instructors seemed cognizant of the characteristics of educational
change. Maddie, in particular, cited research to back up her statements that change is a
slow, evolutionary process and that change in belief often follows change in instructional
practice (Cooney & Shealy, 1997; Guskey, 2000). Although resistance to GPS was
expected, the institute instructors were somewhat surprised by the open resistance to
change expressed by some teachers. The overall feeling from the institute instructors was
that teachers had made progress during the nine months of professional learning. The
teachers were beginning to accept the changes and were getting excited about their part in
the process. Teachers continued to have management concerns that were not met by the
training. Institute instructors stated that time and continued collaboration in the district
would help teachers through this transitional period.
Thoughts and Observations of the Researcher as Participant Observer
As a high school mathematics teacher and a participant of the Math I Training
Institute, I am experiencing the change process firsthand. I listened to my colleagues who
thought it was about time Georgia did something about the mathematics curriculum, and I
listened to those who loudly proclaimed their dissatisfaction with the entire process.
From a personal standpoint, I am excited about being a “change agent” for my
school and am looking forward to implementing the new curriculum with my students.
Student-centered classrooms and teaching strategies that model a constructivist learning
paradigm are not new to me or my classroom; therefore those particular aspects of the
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change do not worry me. Neither am I concerned about the content knowledge necessary
to teach the standards.
On the other hand, I am extremely worried about the time needed for lesson
planning and professional collaboration (Stage 3 and Stage 5). The textbook adoption
process was extremely stressful for me. At my school we focused on textbooks developed
by the National Science Foundation. As we tried to correlate the textbooks to the GPS,
we realized that the Georgia Performance Standards seemed to be approximately a year
ahead of the available math curricula. That is, the first book of every textbook series
correlated with Georgia’s eighth grade standards. There was indeed no perfect textbook.
We would have to use bits and pieces of two different books for every year. Not only
would this add to the expense of textbook adoption, but it would add hours to our
preparation time. I began to worry that perhaps Georgia policymakers were a little too
ambitious in their attempt to “lead the nation in student achievement” (Cox, 2007d). I
wondered if we were perhaps asking students to do mathematics for which they were not
developmentally ready. I began to question my support of this reform effort. I began to
understand why other teachers in my system chose retirement over implementation.
At this point, I considered the feelings of the teachers in Georgia who are
adamantly opposed to the GPS. If I (someone who supports the change) was this stressed,
then their frustration levels must be “off the charts.” As a result of my reflection, I was
not surprised when teacher concerns cycled back to those of a non-user after Day 5
training. Training was over and teachers still did not know what to do. Institute
instructors stated that teachers had made progress in accepting the changes. I believe this
statement to be correct, but I would add that there remains a long way to go.
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From my perspective as a workshop participant, the training met some of my
needs but was lacking in others. The videos contrasting student-centered instruction
versus teacher-centered instruction were informative and helpful. The act of working
tasks and presenting and discussing the solutions served as a very good model of good
teaching practice. The missing piece from both of these workshop activities was how to
balance the problem solving with the concept development and the practice of skills. I
also thought the Math I frameworks, including the teacher’s edition, should have been
ready for the Math I training. Having a copy of this document for reference would have
been both helpful and reassuring to the workshop participants. Because the frameworks
were incomplete, the state department appeared to be trying to get teachers ready for a
change that they were not ready for themselves. I saw evidence of this concern when one
participant wrote on her questionnaire, “Will the frameworks even be ready by the time
we need them?”
As I stand on the threshold of Math I implementation, I do not feel totally
prepared. Nevertheless, I am eager to begin. I am content that we made the best textbook
selection under the circumstances. I feel confident that my administration and my RESA
will continue to support us as needed. I remain concerned about the amount of time that
will be required for instructional planning and assessment (Stage 3). I remain concerned
that students may not be developmentally ready for the math content they are expected to
learn (Stage 4). Regardless of my apprehensiveness, I am enthusiastic about the
possibility of making higher mathematics accessible to all students and welcome the
challenge of trying to make it happen.
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Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn upon the findings and summary in Chapter
4 as well as the review of related literature presented in Chapter 3.
Prior to beginning Math I training, participants exhibited every Stage of Concern
except for refocusing. Information was the stage most often exhibited by the teachers. By
the third administration of the SoCQ many teachers had moved to the management stage,
although many still exhibited awareness and information concerns. After the fourth
administration of the SoCQ, the greatest number was once again at the awareness stage
with management being the second highest stage of concern. This can be attributed to the
participants having intense management concerns that were not met by the Math I
training.
With the group of teachers available for individual comparison, information
concerns significantly decreased from the first to the fourth administration. None of the
other changes in stages of concern were significant.
Math I training participants expressed no significant differences in stages of
concern when years of teaching experience was examined. When the group was
subdivided according to textbook choice, the group who chose a traditional textbook had
significantly higher information concerns at the conclusion of training. Participants who
participated in other professional learning opportunities related to Math I had
significantly higher collaboration concerns than did participants who attended Math I
training only.
High school mathematics teachers are primarily concerned with finding the
information and time they need for unit and daily lesson plans and making the curriculum
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accessible for all students. Institute instructors are aware of teacher concerns but believe
that time is the answer to the concerns. Just as the instructors have embraced a
constructivist philosophy for teaching mathematics, they believe the teachers must
construct their own meaning for how to best implement this curriculum in their own
classrooms.
Implications and Recommendations for Practice
In this study, the Stages of Concern of high school mathematics teachers in the
Northeast Georgia RESA district were investigated. While the research was limited to the
Northeast Georgia RESA district, the findings and related literature support the following
implications and recommendations for practice not only for teachers everywhere in
Georgia, but for all teachers implementing a standards-based curriculum.
The best prediction for success related to student achievement when using a
standards-based curriculum is whether or not teachers had participated in the staff
development (Guskey, 2000; Philipp, 2007; Schoen et al., 2003). Furthermore, state
mandated curriculum changes are more sustainable than reform efforts at the school level
(Cobb et al., 2003; Datnow, 2005). Georgia has the right idea in offering intensive
professional learning experiences to train teachers to implement Georgia Performance
Standards. Data from this study indicates, however, that teachers continue to have intense
management concerns that have not been met by the training institutes. Hall and Hord
(2006) offer the following observation:
When teachers are in the first year of implementing an innovation such as
standards-based education, and they have many task concerns, the most valued
and effective facilitator is a teacher or consultant who is highly experienced with
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the details and mechanics of using the innovation and can offer specific “how-to”
tips. Teachers with intense task concerns don’t want to hear about the philosophy;
they want help making the innovation work more smoothly. The more abstract
and subtle aspects of innovation use are of greater interest to teachers with impact
concerns. (p. 138)
For professional development to be relevant, it must be aligned with the peak
stage of concern (Donovan et al., 2007). Implications from the research are that
successful implementation depends on a collaborative support system at the school level.
Crawford et al. (1998) suggest that “staff developers need to place less emphasis upon
Phase I in-service, with more emphasis upon effective support methods for
implementation such as peer coaching or use of action research” (p. 324). The institute
instructors in this study expressed a similar desire for workshop participants to be
advocates for change in their schools. This study found that teachers who were active in
more than one professional learning activity had high collaboration concerns. The
implication is that these teachers are very interested in what their colleagues are doing to
implement GPS. Teachers who had high collaboration concerns should be encouraged to
take leadership roles in their schools in regard to GPS implementation.
Teachers use instructional methods similar to the ones used with them (Cooney et
al., 1998; Lubinski & Otto, 2004). Most veteran math teachers were taught using
traditional, behaviorist techniques. It is important that professional learning experiences
model a standards-based approach if effective change in instructional practice is going to
take place (Darling-Hammond & McLaughlin, 1995). The most frequent concerns
expressed on the open-ended question on the Stages of Concerns Questionnaire were
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“What does a unit look like from start to finish?” and “What is a typical day in a GPS
classroom?” Follow-up training should address how to fit new instructional and
assessment techniques in with existing teaching practices to create a balance of concepts,
skills, and problem solving.
Four principles essential for effective professional learning activities include
focus on content knowledge, opportunities for active learning, consistency with other
learning activities, and sustained follow-up (Garet et al., 2001). With the change to an
integrated approach in high school mathematics, many teachers who were once
considered experts in algebra, geometry, or trigonometry may need math content
instruction. Collaboration among teachers will be crucial. Local school systems should
identify where help is needed and provide professional learning experiences and support
for their teachers.
The following specific recommendations for practice and professional learning
are suggested:
1. Teachers with high impact concerns (consequence, collaboration or
refocusing) should be used as mentors/peer coaches for teachers with high
task concerns (management).
2. Further GPS workshops should offer participants a choice of sessions based
on their individual concerns. Some possibilities for sessions include unit
writing, cooperative learning, differentiated instruction, and assessment. Other
sessions could focus on specific content knowledge such as statistics or
geometry.
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3. More sample teaching videos are needed that show the entire spectrum of a
GPS classroom from the opening remarks to the closing summary. In addition
to showing teachers facilitating learning tasks, workshop participants need to
see teachers using student work and teacher commentary. They also need to
see examples of occasions where direct instruction is used appropriately.
Recommendations for Further Research
This study only researched a small sample of the high school math teachers in
Georgia as they begin the journey of implementing the Georgia Performance Standards.
The results showed teachers still very much in the non-user phase of implementation. The
introduction of a curriculum as different as the Georgia curriculum raises many
interesting research questions. Based upon the findings and conclusions of this research,
the following recommendations for further study are made.
1. A case study involving several of the teachers who participated in this study
could provide a more in-depth qualitative picture of what it means to
implement major curriculum change in mathematics as well as provide a
longitudinal follow-up to the current study.
2. The population of this study included only teachers in the Northeast Georgia
RESA district. The study could be replicated in other areas of the state. Do
teachers in southern Georgia have the same concerns as teachers in northeast
Georgia, for example?
3. This study only examined one dimension of the Concerns-Based Adoption
Model. The Levels of Use dimension would be a logical next step for study
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two to three years into implementation of GPS. This study could utilize data
collected from classroom observations and teacher interviews.
4. A quantitative study utilizing the same instrument (Stages of Concern
Questionnaire) about implementation of GPS further into implementation
would provide a different picture of teacher concerns. Currently all teachers
are non-users of the innovation. In a few years, there should be a good mix of
users and non-users. Since GPS is being implemented in phases, teachers who
traditionally teach seniors will not implement GPS until 2011.
Summary
This chapter presented the conclusions of the study through an analysis of the
research findings. The researcher summarized the procedures and discussed the findings
in terms of each research question. She presented a first-person account of her
experiences as a participant observer in the Math I training institute. The researcher made
recommendations for practice as well as for further research.
The Concerns Based Adoption Model provides a framework for studying how
teachers react to change. If reform is going to be successful, the concerns of the teachers
must be considered. Professional learning experiences must be available to support
teachers through implementation and should be tailored to the specific needs of the
participating teachers as they progress through the Stages of Concern. This study is
significant because it allowed the voices of mathematics teachers in Northeast Georgia to
be heard. Information in this study supplies evaluative information for policymakers in
Georgia as they plan for further professional development regarding implementation of
the Georgia Performance Standards in high school mathematics.
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APPENDIX A
STAGES OF CONCERN QUESTIONNAIRE 075
TEACHERS’ CONCERNS ABOUT GEORGIA PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

Please carefully read all instructions for each part of this questionnaire. Respond to ALL
items. There is no right or wrong answer. Rely on your present views and concerns.
The purpose of this questionnaire is to determine what people who are using or
thinking about using various programs are concerned about at various times during the
innovation adopting process. A good part of the items on this questionnaire may
appear to be of little relevance or irrelevant to you at this time. For the completely
irrelevant items, please circle "0" on the scale. Other items will represent those concerns
you do have, in varying degrees of intensity, and should be marked higher on the scale.
For example:
This statement is very true of me at this time.
This statement is somewhat true of me now.
This statement is not at all true of me at this time.
This statement seems irrelevant to me.

0
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5

6
6
6
6

7
7
7
7

Please respond to the items in terms of your present concerns, or how you feel
about your involvement or potential involvement with Implementing the Georgia
Performance Standards in High School Mathematics. We do not hold to any one
definition of this innovation, so please think of it in terms of your own perception of
what it involves. Since this questionnaire is used for a variety of innovations, the name
Implementing the Georgia Performance Standards in High School Mathematics never
appears. However, phrases such as "the innovation", "this approach", and "the new
system" all refer to Implementing the Georgia Performance Standards in High School
Mathematics. Remember to respond to each item in terms of your present concerns
about your involvement or potential involvement with Implementing the Georgia
Performance Standards in High School Mathematics.
0
1 2
3 4 5
6 7
Irrelevant Not true of me now Somewhat true of me now Very much true of me now
1. I am concerned about students' attitudes toward
this innovation.

0

1

2

3

4 5

6

7

2. I now know of some other approaches that might
work better.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

3. I am more concerned about another innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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4. I am concerned about not having enough time to
organize myself each day.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

5. I would like to help other faculty in their use of
the innovation.
6. I have a very limited knowledge of the innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

7. I would like to know the effect of reorganization
on my professional status.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8. I am concerned about conflict between my interests
and my responsibilities.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

9. I am concerned about revising my use of the
innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

10. I would like to develop working relationships with
0 1
both our faculty and outside faculty using this innovation.

2

3

4

5

6

7

11. I am concerned about how the innovation affects
students.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

12. I am not concerned about this innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

13. I would like to know who will make the decisions.
in the new system.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

14. I would like to discuss the possibility of using the
innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

15. I would like to know what resources are available
if we decide to adopt this innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

16. I am concerned about my inability to manage all
that the innovation requires.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

17. I would like to know how my teaching or
administration is supposed to change.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

18. I would like to familiarize other departments or
persons with the progress of this new approach.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

19. I am concerned about evaluating my impact on
students in relation to the innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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20. I would like to revise the innovation's instructional
approach.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

21. I am preoccupied with things other than the innovation. 0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

22. I would like to modify our use of the innovation
based upon the experiences of our students.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

23. I spend little time thinking about the innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

24. I would like to excite my students about their part
in this approach.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

25. I am concerned about time spent working with
nonacademic problems related to the innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

26. I would like to know what the use of the innovation
will require in the immediate future.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

27. I would like to coordinate my efforts with others to
maximize the innovation's effects.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

28. I would like to have more information on time and
energy commitments required by this innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

29. I would like to know what other faculty are doing
in this area.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

30. Currently, other priorities prevent me from
focusing my attention on the innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

31. I would like to determine how to supplement,
enhance, or replace the innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

32. I would like to use feedback from students to
change the program.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

33. I would like to know how my role will change
when I am using the innovation.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

34. Coordination of tasks and people is taking too
much of my time.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

35. I would like to know how this innovation is better
than what we have now.

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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PLEASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
36. What other concerns, if any, do you have at this time?

Note. From Measuring Implementation in Schools: The Stages of Concern Questionnaire
by A. A. George, G. E. Hall, and S. M. Stiegelbauer, 2006, pp. 79-82. Copyright © 2006,
SEDL. Reprinted with permission.
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APPENDIX B
DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY
Please answer the following demographic questions:
1. How long have you been teaching mathematics (including this year)?
1-5 years
11-15 years
 21-25 years
 6-10 years
16-20 years
 26-30 years
2. What is your gender?
 male

More than 30 years

 female

3. For the purposes of this GPS training, what is your area of expertise?
 Algebra
Geometry
 Statistics

 Special Education

4. What is your ethnicity?
 African-American
 Asian/Pacific Islander
 Latino

 Native American
 White
 Other ____________________

5. What is your age?
 21-25
 26-30

 41-45
 46-50

 31-35
 36-40

51-55
56 or older

6. Will you be teaching Math I during the first year of implementation (2008-2009)?
 Yes
 No
 Don’t Know
7. How many days of GPS Training have you attended (including today)?
1
2
3
4

5

8. Other than GPS Training, what involvement have you had with the high school GPS?

9. What textbook will your school be adopting for Math I?
 Carnegie Learning
 McDougall-Littell
 Core-Plus
 SIMMS
 Math Connections
 Other _____________________
10. Which textbook was your first choice for adoption?
 Carnegie Learning
 McDougall-Littell
 Core-Plus
 SIMMS
 Math Connections
 Other _____________________
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APPENDIX C
INSTITUTE INSTRUCTOR INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
Pre-Institute Interview
1. Describe your role in the Georgia Performance Standards professional
development.
2. Describe the expected outcome from the 3-day training workshop.
3. Describe the concerns regarding the Math I implementation you believe teachers
will bring to this professional development.
4. Describe how you plan to address these expected concerns.
5. What expectations do you have for the teachers attending the workshop? That is,
what role do you envision them playing in their schools?

Post-Institute Interview
1. How do you think the 3-day training went?
2. Were there any surprises? How did you address them at the time?
3. (Share the summary results of the first two surveys with the instructors.) Were the
results of the Stages of Concerns profiles what you expected?
4. Do the results of the survey confirm your original reflections of how the training
went? If not, describe what made you change your mind.
5. Describe your plans and expectations for the follow-up meeting.
6. Do you think you will change anything you had originally planned for the followup meeting as a result of the survey findings? If yes, describe the changes and
explain why you decided to make them.
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7. What concerns do you anticipate teachers having at this stage of GPS professional
development? What do you have planned to address the concerns?

Post-Follow-up Interview
1. How do you think the 3-day training went?
2. Were there any surprises? How did you address them at the time?
3. Are the teachers where you expected them to be at this stage of the GPS
professional development? Describe where you think they are and where you
expected them to be.
4. Describe your plans for the next stage of GPS professional development.
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APPENDIX D
STATEMENTS ON THE STAGES OF CONCERN QUESTIONNAIRE ARRANGED
ACCORDING TO STAGE
Item

Statement

Stage 0
3

I am more concerned about another innovation.

12

I am not concerned about this innovation at this time.

21

I am preoccupied with things other than this innovation.

23

I spend little time thinking about this innovation.
Currently, other priorities prevent me from focusing my attention on this

30
innovation.
Stage 1
6

I have a very limited knowledge of the innovation.

14

I would like to discuss the possibility of using the innovation.
I would like to know what resources are available if we decide to adopt this

15
innovation.
I would like to know what the use of the innovation will require in the immediate
26
future.
35

I would like to know how this innovation is better than what we have now.

Stage 2
7

I would like to know the effect of the innovation on my professional status.

13

I would like to know who will make the decisions in the new system.

17

I would like to know how my teaching or administration is supposed to change.
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28

I would like to have more information on time and energy commitments required
by this innovation.

33

I would like to know how my role will change when I am using the innovation.

Stage 3
4

I am concerned about not having enough time to organize myself each day.

8

I am concerned about conflict between my interests and my responsibilities.

16

I am concerned about my inability to manage all the innovation requires.

25

I am concerned about time spent working with nonacademic problems related to
this innovation.

34

Coordination of tasks and people is taking too much of my time.

Stage 4
1

I am concerned about students’ attitudes toward this innovation.

11

I am concerned about how the innovation affects students.

19

I am concerned about evaluating my impact on students.

24

I would like to excite my students about their part in this approach.

32

I would like to use feedback from students to change the program.

Stage 5
5

I would like to help other faculty in their use of the innovation.

10

I would like to develop working relationships with both our faculty and outside
faculty using this innovation.

18

I would like to familiarize other departments or people with the progress of this
new approach.

27

I would like to coordinate my effort with others to maximize the innovation’s
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effects.
29

I would like to know what other faculty are doing in this area.

Stage 6
2

I now know of some other approaches that might work better.

9

I am concerned about revising my use of the innovation.

20

I would like to revise the innovation’s instructional approach.

22

I would like to modify our use of the innovation based on the experiences of our
students.

31

I would like to determine how to supplement, enhance, or replace the innovation.

Note. From Measuring Implementation in Schools: The Stages of Concern Questionnaire
by A. A. George, G. E. Hall, and S. M. Stiegelbauer, 2006, pp. 27-28, Copyright © 2006
by SEDL. Reprinted with permission.
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APPENDIX E
PERMISSION LETTER FROM GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD
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APPENDIX F
PERMISSION LETTERS FROM SOUTHWESTERN EDUCATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
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APPENDIX G

PERMISSION LETTER FROM NORTHEAST GEORGIA REGIONAL
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES AGENCY
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APPENDIX H
PARTICIPANT INFORMED CONSENT
Dear Northeast Georgia RESA Math I Training Participant:
I am a graduate student at Georgia Southern University conducting dissertation research entitled
Preparation for High School Mathematics Reform in the Northeast Georgia RESA District: A
Stages of Concerns Approach to Examining Professional Learning. The purpose of my study is to
determine the concerns of the teachers attending the Northeast Georgia RESA Georgia
Performance Standards training and whether or not the concerns change through the training
process.
If you give permission, you will have the opportunity to complete two different surveys. One is a
demographic survey and will be administered one time at the end of the Math I training institute
in February, 2008. The other survey will be a Stages of Concerns Questionnaire that will be
administered four different times: at the beginning and end of the summer institute, at the end of
Day 4 Training in October of 2007 and at the end of Day 5 Training in February. Completion of
each survey will take about 15 minutes of your time. Your participation in this study is
completely voluntary. The risks from participating in this study are no more than would be
encountered in everyday life; however, you may stop participating at any time without penalty.
You may choose to skip any question(s) you do not wish to answer for any reason. Only summary
data from the group will be reported in the dissertation and shared with institute instructors and
state policymakers.
In order to protect your confidentiality, your name will not appear on any reports or used in any
presentation or publications resulting from this study. All information pertaining to this study will
be kept in a locked filing cabinet in my personal home office and will be destroyed upon
completion of my dissertation. If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study at any
time, please feel free to contact me, Kay Haugen, 131 Ridgewood Lane, Jefferson, GA 30549,
706-367-9984, khaugen@windstream.net or my faculty advisor, Dr. Gregory Chamblee,
Department of Teaching and Learning, Georgia Southern University, P.O. Box 8134, Statesboro,
GA 30460, 912-681-5701, gchamblee@georgiasouthern.edu. For questions concerning the
process of the Institutional Review Board in reviewing all projects involving human subjects,
contact the Office of Research Services and Sponsored Programs at Georgia Southern University,
912-681-5465, ovrsight@georgiasouthern.edu.
Thank you in advance for your help in studying this question. The results of this study should be
helpful to institute instructors and state policymakers as they plan for future professional
development. You may keep this copy of this consent form for your records. Return of the
surveys will serve as your permission to participate.
Sincerely,
Kay S. Haugen, Ed.D. Candidate
Georgia Southern University
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APPENDIX I
INSTRUCTOR INFORMED CONSENT
Dear Northeast Georgia RESA Math I Training Instructor:
I am a graduate student at Georgia Southern University conducting dissertation research entitled
Preparation for High School Mathematics Reform in the Northeast Georgia RESA District: A
Stages of Concerns Approach to Examining Professional Learning. The purpose of my study is to
determine the concerns of the teachers attending the Northeast Georgia RESA Georgia
Performance Standards training and whether or not the concerns change through the training
process.
If you give permission, you will have the opportunity to participate in three interviews. One
interview will be conducted before the summer institute in May of 2007. One will be completed
between Day 4 and Day 5 Training in October of 2007. The third interview will be completed
after Day 5 Training in February of 2008. Completion of each interview will take about 30
minutes of your time. Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. The risks from
participating in this study are no more than would be encountered in everyday life; however, you
may stop participating at any time without penalty. You may choose to skip any question(s) you
do not wish to answer for any reason.
In order to protect your confidentiality, your name will not appear on any reports or used in any
presentation or publications resulting from this study. The audio files and transcriptions will be
stored on my personal computer in my home office and will be deleted upon completion of my
dissertation. If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study at any time, please feel
free to contact me, Kay Haugen, 131 Ridgewood Lane, Jefferson, GA 30549, 706-367-9984,
khaugen@windstream.net or my faculty advisor, Dr. Gregory Chamblee, Department of Teaching
and Learning, Georgia Southern University, P.O. Box 8134, Statesboro, GA 30460, 912-6815701, gchamblee@georgiasouthern.edu. For questions concerning the process of the Institutional
Review Board in reviewing all projects involving human subjects, contact the Office of Research
Services and Sponsored Programs at Georgia Southern University, 912-681-5465,
ovrsight@georgiasouthern.edu.
Thank you in advance for your help in studying this question. The results of this study should be
helpful to institute instructors and state policymakers as they plan for future professional
development. You will be given a copy of this consent form to keep for your records.
Sincerely,
Kay S. Haugen, Ed.D. Candidate
Georgia Southern University
______________________________________
Participant Signature

_____________________
Date

I, the undersigned, verify that the above informed consent procedure has been followed.
______________________________________
_____________________
Investigator Signature
Date
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APPENDIX J
ANOVA TABLE: YEARS OF TEACHING EXPERIENCE
Sum of Squares

df Mean Square

MSTAGE0 Between Groups

2.357

3

.786

Within Groups

56.839

49

1.160

Total

59.195

52

MSTAGE1 Between Groups

1.880

3

.627

Within Groups

99.511

49

2.031

Total

101.390

52

MSTAGE2 Between Groups

3.738

3

1.246

Within Groups

72.455

49

1.479

Total

76.193

52

MSTAGE3 Between Groups

4.667

3

1.556

Within Groups

72.898

49

1.488

Total

77.565

52

MSTAGE4 Between Groups

2.180

3

.727

Within Groups

45.900

49

.937

Total

48.080

52

MSTAGE5 Between Groups

4.194

3

1.398

Within Groups

52.508

49

1.072

Total

56.702

52

MSTAGE6 Between Groups

2.335

3

.778

Within Groups

69.353

49

1.415

Total

71.688

52
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F

Sig.

.677

.570

.309

.819

.843

.477

1.046

.381

.776

.513

1.305

.284

.550

.651
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APPENDIX K
ANOVA TABLE: CHOICE OF TEXTBOOK

MSTAGE0

MSTAGE1

MSTAGE2

MSTAGE3

MSTAGE4

MSTAGE5

MSTAGE6

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Between Groups

.687

2

.343

.294

.747

Within Groups

58.508

50

1.170

Total

59.195

52

Between Groups

12.945

2

6.473

3.659

.033

Within Groups

88.445

50

1.769

Total

101.390

52

Between Groups

1.594

2

.797

.534

.589

Within Groups

74.599

50

1.492

Total

76.193

52

Between Groups

.855

2

.428

.279

.758

Within Groups

76.710

50

1.534

Total

77.565

52

Between Groups

.620

2

.310

.326

.723

Within Groups

47.460

50

.949

Total

48.080

52

Between Groups

4.510

2

2.255

2.160

.126

Within Groups

52.192

50

1.044

Total

56.702

52

Between Groups

.867

2

.433

.306

.738

Within Groups

70.821

50

1.416

Total

71.688

52
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APPENDIX L
ANOVA TABLE: PROFESSIONAL LEARNING EXPERIENCES

MSTAGE0

MSTAGE1

MSTAGE2

MSTAGE3

MSTAGE4

MSTAGE5

MSTAGE6

Sum of Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Between Groups

.010

1

.010

.009

.925

Within Groups

59.185

51

1.160

Total

59.195

52

Between Groups

5.069

1

5.069

2.684

.108

Within Groups

96.322

51

1.889

Total

101.390

52

Between Groups

.001

1

.001

.001

.977

Within Groups

76.192

51

1.494

Total

76.193

52

Between Groups

.144

1

.144

.095

.760

Within Groups

77.422

51

1.518

Total

77.565

52

Between Groups

.515

1

.515

.552

.461

Within Groups

47.565

51

.933

Total

48.080

52

Between Groups

7.523

1

7.523

7.802

.007

Within Groups

49.179

51

.964

Total

56.702

52

Between Groups

.269

1

.269

.192

.663

Within Groups

71.419

51

1.400

Total

71.688

52
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